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SECONDARY READING
CRITERIA for EXCELLENCE

This program assessment instrument has been developed to be used, by administrators; professional
staff and community representatives to assess secondary reading programs andlo provide an infor-
mational basis for establishing goals'. Possible uses for data generated from this instrument are:

Validation of exemplary, programs/promising practices
Self appraisal (building; district, Community level)
Development of long range go
Planning inservice
Plannv g and evaluating federal programs
Disseminating information

K Directions: The entire staff completes all sections of the criteria, except the section labeled
"Program: Direct Component (Remedial, Developmental Reading)." The read-
ing specialist should complete the additional ection.

Rating Scale: (1) not started; .;2) started/little progress; (3) some progress; (4),almost achieved;
0. (5) achieved. qii
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PROGRAM: FUNCTIONAL COMPONENT (CONTENT AREA READING)

1. 'In analyzing text materials, the teachers determine both
concepts td be taught and reading strategies studentfwill use.

2. In preparing students to read text, the teachers use specific
pie-reading activities such as vocabulary'/concept acquisi-
tion techniques like vocabulary- overviews, adVance organ-

izers, and prediction sheets.

13. In tiding students. to an understanding of concepts, the
teacher's use strategies such as reading guides, study guides,
rewrite techniques and student interaction.

.4. In guiding students to become independent learners, the
teachers use strategies such as reascining guides, reaction
guides, higher level and post-organizets.

5. In planning instruction, teachers considei these student
characteristics: background in subject, learning style and
rate, and skill levels in thinking, leading, speaking and writing.

-
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6. Teachers, rather than the texi,bOok, determine concepts to

be Itarned: ,
:

. 7. There is a communication/coordination - wstem through
which teachers can identify student need; ,in functional
.reading and share . successful strategies among Ihe various
subject areas and grade levels.

I

8. Reading teachers assist content teachers in developirt and '' implementing reading strategies fbr preieniion of reading-.problemi.

9. .A refeiral system exists by, which teachers can obtain evalu-
ation of and assistance for stullentswith special reading j*eds:',

.

10.. The teachers. know the referral system and use it,

11. Staff has awareness ,of and utilizes grouping patterns, i.e.,
one-to-one, small groups (fewer than six), large,groups (over
six), heterogeneous and homogeneous. ,

12. Staff knows and uses some of the teaching approaches, i.e.,
single-teacher-multi-subject, team teaching, student-cross-

age teaching, certificated tutor, or mall group teaching.

13, Clasiroom teachers have a minimum of six semester hours in
-an accredited reading course or courses that include content-
area reading, )

. , .
, ._ ..--/

..
14. There is an enrichment program for gifted or high achieve-

ment learners that is maintained through identification bf
high achievers, developnient ofpersonalized 'programs, and

0--provisions of special interest groupi, materials, and activities.

15. Bilingual instruction is provided as determined by goats and . 2 3
...
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objectives of the local community.

16. Provisions are made in each subject area for development of
oral and written language.

A \ .

17. The di4trict administration is committed to encouraging
reading programs by providing sup?ort-tp---principals and
staff.

4..
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STAFFING

' 18. All teachers teach skills and prods:seko master concepts
to all students along with teaching concepts of the subject.'

19. The building administrator demonstrates understanding
and commitment to ,the reading program by: providing
leadership and resources, hiring qUalified personnel, in-
sisting on teacher inservice, presenting a strong case 'to,
others for budgetary ,support, alit; evaluating personnel' on competency in functional reading practices.
t

20. A qualified individual . has been given authority, responsi-
bility and time to develop and coordinate the total program.

'21. Paraprofethionals . and/or volunteers work with students
Under the direct supervision of the classroom teacher.

22. Paraprofessionals and volunteers have a 'minimum of 15
clock-hours preparation prior to service. in the reading
program. The preparation is in such areas as record keeping%
in tauctional techniques, operation of equipment and

ateriais.

r

S
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23. The building adininistrative personnel have a minimum of.
six semester hours in an accredited reading course or courses
that include reading in the subject areas.

24. Staff, paraprofessionals and volunteers receive continuing
inservice,in the application (.1 the reading techniques in all

subject4.

25. An overall inservice . plan exists for the readifig program
(content, remedial ana developmental).

.s
26. Reading inservice plans are developed jointly by ,Ispbject

teachers, administrators and specialists. ,
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CRITERIA-FOR SELECTION AND/OR USE,OF TEXTU4 MATERIALS
,

27. 'There/is an instructionalmaterials selection process Which
takes into account r adability factors, such as gradelevel,
text format, 'vocabulary treatment and author's style.

28. There is in instructional material selection process- which ,
takes into accinint .organizational factors, such as stildent
aids (illustrations, glossaries, graphs) and textbook organizi-..ticinal patterns (cause and effect,,sequence compare/
contrast).

29. There is an accessible resource center which includes current
professional materials. '

30,: The library or &source center with adequate materials.fs
used as an integral part of the re'adingrograrn.

.
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COMMUNITY INVOLVEMEAT

31. Ari advisory task force has representation from the business
community, student body, patents and staff.

32. Information, on the status of the reading program is fre-
quently disseminated-to the community.

33. A composite task force is maintained to assure that the z
readingProgram is fulfilling community needs.
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PROGRAM: DIRECT COMPONENT (REMEDIAL. DEVELOPMENTAL READING)

This section is to be completed only by the readix:g specialist.

34. The reading program is based on a scope and sequence-of
skills. ,

35. Student skill attainment is reCorded and med on *ill
Sheets biased on an adopted scope and sequence.

36... Students' records are available and utilized by teachers.
.. ,

37. The reading program includes dev elopment of word analysis,
t, 'vocabulary comprehension,- reasbning, study, and creative

-thought kills andappliegtions.
.

.
Terhers guide students to realize ho'w useful and enjoyable
reading can be. And students are given opportunities for.
frame reading regularly:

39. Teachers continuously inform students oftheir reading prog-.
ress and assist studyits to plan personal goals and objectives:

40. The reading staff, knows and used some of the basic ap-
proaches, i.e., meaning emphasis, code emphasit,
modified alphabet, programmed learning, individualized,
language experience, eclectic or other, in teaching students.
. .

41. Reading classes are available for studentsworking to improve.
their Feading.skiPsand for students identified as deficient in
reading.'

A(
42. ome kind -eYf quantitative assessment demonstrates program

effectiveness.

43. The reading specialist has completed three years of success.-
ful classroom teaching' in which teaching of reading is an
important responsibility.

44 The specialist has completed a master's degree or under-
graduate study which included 12 semester hours ofcourses
in the area of reading,
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During the final year of the study, prgress made toward

the first two goals will permit us to work toward the third
goal the disovery of relationships between what is taught

and .what is learned over the period during which most Franco-

phone Students in Quebec receive formal instruction in English.

Subjcfcts

Three groups of learners (approximately 175 in all) from

two schools near Montreal are being followed for a two-year

period, starting respectively in Grade 6, Grade 8, and Grade

10.* Students in the younger groups may be followed on a limi-

ted basisduring the third year. This design,permits both-lon-

gitudinal and cross-sectional comparisons across most of the

period of ESL instruction.

Tleobservation classes have not been chosen at.random.

On the contrary, due to the intensive schedule of observation

and testing, it was necessary to choose schools and teachers

where we could be sure of long-terM cooperation. Our expecta-

tion of full cooperation has been more than fulfilled. The

three teachers whose classes we have observed during the first

anand'of, the study have at least five years of ESL experience

and all have had good, academic training. One is -a native

speaker of. Engli Sh; the other two have native-litte command of

the language.

The students come from middle class suburban and rural

homes. The students in Grade 6 at the beginninij of the period

of observation, began receiving ESL instruction in Grade 4 using

* In this report, the grade levels of our subjects, are referred,
to as Grades 6, 8, and 10, rather than as Primarj 6 and Secon-
dary II and IV as is the practice in Quebec. The term "Secon-
dary students" refers to both Grade 8- and Grade 10 subjeCts.
Grade 6 students are bometimes referred to as "elementary
students".
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isten and sear textbooks (Alexander, 1972). Mont

of the secondary students began receiving ESL ins ruction in

Grade 5. Many students currently in trade 8 used the Look,

Listen- and Learn materials in Grades. 5 and 6; those in Grade

10 used .a variety of different materials. All secondary students

have been using the Lado tn lish.Series (Canadian Edition, 1971)

since Grade 7. A questionnaire administered at the beginning of

the observation period confirmed our assumption ,that the stu-

dents have little exposure to English outside sehool.

Data Base

au use the longitudinal nature of the study required as

early a start as possible, we recorded large samples of class-

room interaction and individual interviews with learners. Approx-
imately 70' hours of classroom recordings (10 hourg from each

of 7 classes) have been made, transcribed and verified for accura-
cy. About 50 hours of interviews with a total of more than

200 students haye been recorded, transcribed, and verified. The

total corpus consists of over 5000 pages of transcript.

In addition to the cl'assroom interaction and interview.

data, the total data base in(0.udes.standardized tests, provincial

examinations, clone tests, written assignments and teacher-made

tests. All thesedifferent kinds of data are being analyzed

in order to obtain the broadest possible picture of learners',

language so that findings can be attributed to true development

rather than to performance which occurs in only one language

use condition, e.g., in the formal test situation.

We are concerned with describing the output -- what learners

can say and understand and what they know about the langUage they
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are learning,, and the input' -- the ties room languagd,o,the,

language of the textbook, and to A limited .extent, the language

exposure outside the classroom. Thus there are three major areas

of research on which thi's study draws: language acquisition

research, claSsroom interaction research) and the analysis of
texts and methbds Tor second language teaching.

The report .'is divided into four chapters. The first two
chapters, Learne ' Language and Classroom interaction, include

detailed reports the major work acomplished in the first
year of the study. Chapter 3, Text Analysis, is a review of. the

literature in text analySis and presents a plan for the,analySis

of materials used in the.:schOols where the present research is
'being carried put Chapter 4 is a sketch of the plans for

carrying-outithe long term goals Of the project, the discovery,

and description of reldtionghips between what is taught,and

what is learned in ESL classrooms and .the formulatiolOpf-recom-

mendations',fer improving second language instruction in class-
rooms.



LEARNERS' LANGUAGE

Out work in describing and accountin for aspects of second

language :.learners' linguistic development is based on three major

'issuesAri language adquisition research:

(1) Universa s and variation

(2), CrosssettionaI vs', longitudinal observations
(3) Relat.ionShipsbetWeen linguistic input and learners

language d.

A brief oveirView of research in these areas is presented

below. This is followed by progress reports on ongoing projects

within the learners' language study.

Universals and variation inl4DELIgagEstnt. During
the past two decadesid major research question has been the ex-
tent to which second language learning is like first language

acquisition. Attempts have been made to discover the "natural

sequences" in the L2 learner's development, starting from the

assumption, based on some first-language acquisition research,

that there are important developmental- similarities (perhaps even

universals) for all language learners.

Several researchers have observed what they -consiaer to be

universals in language acquisition.- In first-language acquisi-

tj.on, this theory of universals was proposed by Chomsky (1957),



1955, 1968) and McNeill (1966, 1970), and has been advanced more

concreteli, on the basis of observations of children!s language

acquisition in different language environments by SlObin (1973).

Language acquisition research has suggested that among..

English7speaking childrepfl there are regular and predictable se-

quenCes. in-the-development of certain linguistic sub-systems.

For example, the sequence' -of emergence of a number of grammati-

cal morphemes was found to be quite similar among a small group

of children studied longitudinally (Brown, 1973); this sequence

was confirmed with a larger number of children in cross-sectional

studies (de Villiers and de Villiers, 1973). In addition to

consistencies in the development of linguistic structure, impres-

sive similarities have been found to exist in the semantic

content of early child language (Brown, 1913; Bloom, Lightbown,

and Hood, 1975). Such apparent universals in child language

may be due to Similarities in cognitive development (Bloom, 1973;

Bloom, et al., 1975; Brown, 197,3)p and to similarities in parents'

speech (Snow, 1972; Phillips, 1973), and not necessarily to the

innate linguistic universals proposed by Chomsky. However,

researchers in second language acquisition have also found cer-

tain consistencies in the deVelopment of second language learners

both children and adults -- and in the speech addressed to
I

second language learners.

Some theorists have hypothesized that observed consistencies

inJil and L2 development are due to universallanguage acqui-

sition structures -- Ll or L2 (Corder, 1967, 101). Dulay and

Burt (1973) hypothesized that children would learn English in

the same way, in the same developmental sequence, whether

-English. was their Ll or L2. Some researchers have found support

for this Li = LY,hypothesis in empirical research tracing the
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development of comprehension of some linguistic patterns (Cook*,

1973; d'Anglejan and Tucker, 1975; Bever and Denton,,1975).

Other researchers have observed important differences bet-

ween Li and L2 acquisition but important similarities among

second language learners with Adiffeeentmother tongues. This

observation has led to the-hypotheses that L2 = L2-. According

to the L2 = L2 hypothesis, L2 learners, no matter what their

first language background, will all learn the L2 in the same way,

in the same developmental sequence, and their problems and

successes will be determined by characteristics of the L2 rather

than by differences or similarities between Ll and L2 (Bailey,

Madden, and Krashen, 1974 and Dulay and Hurt, 1974a, 1974b).

Most recently, however, the belief in universals in both Ll

and L2 acquisition has been challenged by research showing that

detailed longitudinal analysis of individual learners reveals

important variability in the course of language acquisition of

different learners. In Ll research, see for example, Bloom,

Hood and Lightbown (1974); Bloom, Lightbown, and Hood (1975),

Nelson (1973), Ramer (1976), Braine (1976). For L2 research,

see Hatch (1974), Larsen-Freeman (1975) and, Ca den, Cancino,

Rosansky and Schumann (1975) Rosansky (1976a, 1976b) states

that the consistency found in some second language acquisition

research has seemed.more impressive than it actually is because

of the choice of certain elicitation materials and certain stat-

istical analyses of the data, which bias the results.

A number of researchers have found that factors associated

with success in one type of second language learning environment

are not predictive.of success in other types of environments

or courses. Fore ample, Hamayan, Genesee, & Tucker (1977)



report that exposure to French outside the schoOlseAing was

"more predictive of Success" on a French achievement test for.

students in regular French as a second language course than

4 for students in immersion programs. tiller (1937) compares the'

results,of many studies on the relationship between attitudes

toward the target language population and success in language

learning. He concludes that positive attitudes and so-called-

.integrative motivation are more often associated with success

in environments where interaction with the target language popu-

lation is a real possibility ("second language" contexts) than

in environments where one is unlikely to encounter speakerd of

the language outside the classroom ("foreign language" contexts).

Furthermore, factors.associated with success in some aspects

of language.learning may not predict success' in another aspect.

For example, in a study of pupils in French immersion programs,

higher IQ scores were associated, with higher scores:on tests

of "academic language skills" but not necessarily with the dev-

elopment of "interpersonal communication skills" (Genesee, 1976,

p. 500).

Cross-sectional vs.. longitudinal studies. A major problem

in second language research is that it has been almost exclusive-

ly cross-sectional. Until recently there'have been few de-

failed longitudinal studies of second language learnerp' devel-

opment. (Important exceptions include Hakuta, 1974; Hanania,

1974; Gillis and Weber, 1976; Dato,s1975; Cazden et al., 1975;

Wode, 1976, 1978). Most longitudinal studies are case studies

of one or two individuals. Recent cross-sectional research in

first language-acquisition has been based on hypotheses taken

from the results of longitudinal studies. Second language



acquisition research does not yet have such a foundation. The

absence of longitudinal studies is especially serious since

there is no single reliable index of second language learners'

developmental levelS, Thus, many cross - sectional studies may

be obtaining data which do not actually repreSent tfielevels of

development which they claim to be,examining. Cross-sectional.

research must be complemented by longitudinal research for two

reasons:-

(1) If the universal sequences of development which have

emerged in cross-sectional research really exist, they should

be verifiable through comparisons with the description of in-

dividual learners' speech.

(2) The results of longitudinal research will generate new

hypotheses about language development'universals which can then

be-tested further in cross-sectional studies.

The design of the preent study permits bothjongitudinal and

cross-sectional comparisons of learners' language knowledge and

language use.

Relationshi s between input and out -u In second language

teaching and learning, what is taught and what is learned have

alternately been assumed to be essentially isomorphic (e.g., in

audio-lingual language teaching) or only tenuously related

(e.g., in recent language acquisition research showing strong

patterns of similar learning sequences in learners with different

learning environments). These two extreme views of the input-

output relationship reflect the major linguistic and psychologi-

cal theories which have been held by teachers and researchers at

different points over the past forty years. Surprisingly, there

has been little research which has actually compared input and

output systematically.



the 1960s, many reports from Ll research:indicated that

there w =s po direct relationship between the frequency with which

certain linguistic items appeared in parental speech and the

order ?i which children acquired the items (Brown, 1973). Similar-
.

ly, pare tal responses to children's language in the\form of imi-

tation, Praise, or expansion did not appear to predict orders of

acquisition of linguistic'structures (Brown, Cazden, and,Bellugi,

1969). Nevertheless, many researchers were convinced that there

must be important - and systematic - relationships between

parents' Speech and children's language ctevelOpment. The\re-
\

sults of several studies indicated, that speech addressed to

children was different from,that addressed to adults and that

this speech changed in systematic ways over time with the,chiid's

increasing ability to_use language (Phillips, 1973; Snow, 1972).

Subsequent research on parents' lanuage has focused on pragmatic

as well as syntactic and morphological aspects of their speedh

(see, for example, articles in Snow &.Ferguson, 1977)- In

studieS in which the speech of both adult and chip in interac-
.

tion are analyzed developmentally, the close relationship bet-
,

ween the input and output become more apparent (gloom, Hood,

& Lightbown, 1974; Bloom, Rocissano, and Hood, 1976; Moerck,

1277).

In L2 acquisition research, partly as a result of the trend

in Li research to,go back to a closer- examination of the input,

there have been a few studies which have dealt with speech.

addreysed to learners'. A number of studies have concerned them-

selves with "f reigner talk" - the special linguistic register

which some peo-ie adopt when speaking to non-native speakers

(Ferguson, 1975). Some similarities between foreigner talk and

the speech addressed to young children have been noted However,

none of the pub ished research to date has established a causal
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link between the use of a simplified register and the rate. or

sequence of acquisition on the part of L2 learners.

Gaies (1977) used atianalysiS based on Hunt's (1971
t,

T-units to describe the speech of ESL teachers in their ESL
classrooms talking to students and in seminar talking to each
other. He showed that the teachers' WE,- speech .was simpler-than

t eir peer speech and that the EEL speech increased in complex-

ly, presumably because the learners were increasingly able to
handle more complex speech. Gaies uses his results to support

a claim that L2 and Ll learning are similar although he does
not report on any analysis of learners' speech.

Hatch and Wagner -Gough (1970 consider the input to be an

important under-explored area in L2 acqUisitionresearch. They
-t that the order in which Wh-formS emerge in the speech of

a number of L2 learners matched the frequency with which -these
forms were addressed to them. Much of the input data which

Hatch and Wagner-Gough had at their disposal, however, was taken
from transcripts of investigator-learner interactions. Stich

data may not be representative of the learners' overall exposure.

Larsen-Freeman (1976) found significantly high correlations
between the accuracy with Which adtlt ESL learners used certain
grammatical morphemes and the frequency with which these mor-

pheme occurred in samples of speech parents addressed to young
Engli Li learners (using Frown's (1973) data on the parents_

of his subjects Adam, Eve, and Sarah).

A more direct comparison of input and output has recently

been completed by Hamayan (1978). She compared the frequency

in teachers' speech of certaililrammatical structures with the
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success students had in recognizin_ correct. and incorrect uses
of these structures. The subjects in her study were Englisl*

speaking children in a French immersion class, English-speaking
children in regular French classes, and French- speaking chil-
dren in regular French classes. Iamayan found, with most struc-
tures, a high correlation between

speech and the students' ability

rect uses of them.

ir frequency in the teachers'

identify correct and incur-

In most previous*L2 acgOtisition research, learners' lan-

guage knowledge and language use have been tested cross-section-.

ally and without controls for the input. Indeed, it has been

a major goal of much L2 research to show that instruction does

not account for the sequence in which learners acquireaspects

of the linquisticsystem. Rather, according to this research,

acquisition sequences are determined by interactions between

the learners' language acquisition devices and the inherent
complexity of the target language (see, e.g., Bailey, Madden,

& Krashen, 1974; Dulay & Burt, 1974a & b). Perkins and Larsen-

Freeman (1975) attempted to design research which would contrast

learners with considerable informal language exposure to Others

whose language learning experience includdd more formal instruc-
tion. They were hampered by methodological problems which

greatly restricted the strength of, their tentative conclusion

that differences in learning environments made Iittlediffer-

ence in acquisition sequences.

In the present study it has been possible to obtain large

samples of teachers' speech and the language of the learners

in their classes in order to begin to make meaningful compari-

sons between input and output. In addition it will be pos-

sible to analyze the textbooks used in the classes and to compare

the language used there with the language of the teachers and,
learners.
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Progress, reports, on five,studies on separate but related

issues in learners' language knowledge, language usd, and Jan-

guage processing are presented below. The first report presents

an overview of the procedures and instruments which we have

examined and /or used for evaluatinqUearners' language- The
second report is concerned with group and 'individual*varia-

tion observed in our subjects' second language development. The

third report describes research to date on the use pfAuestions

in both teachers' and learners' speech. The fourth report is

is on language interaction betWeen native-speakers and second

language learners and the effects on the learning which such
interaction may have. The fifth report is a brief sketch of

other studies in progress, ,including one on language aptitude,

one on mother tongue inter erence, and one on the effects of
formal instruction.

Each of-these studies is in progress and 'will continue over
the cdming year. The reports below are progresE reports on'back-

ground, Imethodology, preliminary results and plans for the con-'

tinuation of the studies.



Measuring and Evaluating I:garners'
bnuage Use and Languagetnowledge

In the investigation of learners' language, we have sought

to Obtain a wide variety of types of data, in order to determine
whether certain findings represent genuine patterns in the de-
velopment of linguistic knowledge oe,merely task - specific or
context-specific performance. Because of the importance which
we attach to a lOngitudlhal deSign and to a large and varied
data base it was important to -begin data collection as early as

possible.- Thus, in the early months of the study, we recorded
classroom interaction and student interviews which could serve
as a basis for formulating specific questions-about the learners'
language. Subsequent data collection procedures focused on these
specific questions.

Classroom data collecited during the early months of the
study formed the basis for the derivation of classification
systems to describe the classroom interaction (see Chapter 2).

Classroom data were also examined for apparent regularities
in students' language in order to choose for further study spe-
cific linguistic structures which could be expected to change
over time and provide the greatest information about language
learning processes.

Below is a description of each of the major data collection
procedures. Procedures for classroom data are described in de-
tail in Chaptel- 2 and will not be described here. The picture
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description task and grammaticality judgement tests are
discussed more fully in the progress report-on variation in

learners' language and will be described nlY briefly here.

Similarly,, some aspects of the first ora interview are disc

_cUssed in the progress report on native speakers' speech to
natives and non- natives. Only a preliminary repo:7t, on the
reAlts of the Comprehensive English Language Test (CELT)

and clone tests will be given below since only partial quanti-
tative analyses of these data have been cotpleted.. The pro-

jected qualitative analyses of these tests will permit us to
integrate them with other aspects of the study.

Language Use Questionnaire

A questionnaire was designed to measure the exposure the

learners had to English outside their ESL classes. Based 'on

the results of this questionnaire, an index of the students'

exposure to English was devised, assigning points for such
things as English-speaking friends or parents, prior attendance
at an English school,. etc. Overall, students averaged 1.48
points out of a possible score of 12, with English television

and popular music providing most of the extra-classroom exposure.
A fuller report on the results of the language use questionnaire
and a copy of the questionnaire itself are appended. See

Appendix A.

Initial Oral Interview

An initial oral interview was conducted with all the students
with three objectives in mind. First, we wanted an idea of the

students' reactions to the interview situation and of their
general ability to carry out a conversation in'English. .Second,

we wanted to follow up on some of the specific information obtained
through the language use questionnaire. The third objective was

to obtain a sufficient sample of speech from each student to
permit us to formulate specific questions to be investigated

under more controlled conditions.
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All students were interviewed in pairs by two investigators.

There was a list of questions which were asked alternately of

each student, in a_manner as "conversational" as possible. The

questions concern d such things as the students family name,

age, siblings, and favorite television programs in English. The'

interviews, which lasted about 10-12 minutes, were recorded and

fully transcribed. A sample of speech was thus obtained from

each learner and information obtained on the language use ques-

tionnaire was confirmed and expanded.

picture --d

This oral interview activity was designed to elicit specific

features of English which had been identified as problem areas in

preliminary analysis of data from classroom interaction and the

first interview. In this task, each student had to describe

pictures in such a way that the interviewer could choose a dupli-

cate of the picture being described from an array of four pictures

which were very similar in most respects. The taskTwas treated

as a game and students appeared to enjoy it. Substahtial samples

of essentially spontaneous speech were obtained from students

at all three grades. The speech samples obtained have been

partially analyzed for the study of patterns of variability, but

they are a resource for a number of further investigations of

learners' language.

Grammaticality Judgement Tests

The .production data from the classroom interaction and

interview transcripts need to be compared with data on compre-
%

hension and linguistic intuition. The grammaticality judgement

tests are designed to-obtain,:data of the latter kind. In these

tests, students are required to judge whether written sentences

are "correct" or not. S'entences judged "incorrect" a e :to be

corrected.



In the first year of the study, grammaticality judgement

tests were used very successfully in the investigation of

students' knowledge.of specific linguistic structures. The

Eesultsare also being analyzed in a study of:the long- and

shortterM effects of specific instruction on learners' per-

formance on this kind of test.

Standardized Tests

Before undertakibg the study, we had assumed that standard-

ized tests appropriate for the age ranges being studied would
be available- This.has not proved-to be the case. Most existing`
measures seem~ to have one or more of the following flaws:

() they have not-been standardized; (2) test items lack validity;

(3) administration instructions arp unclear; (4) scoring protocols
are unclear; (5) the standardized tests which do.exist take

several class periods to administer; (6) test items do not simu-
late normal uses of language; (7) semantic content is virtually

absent or inappropriate fear ,11 or some of the age groups;

(8) cultural content is inappropriate for Quebec,students.

Thp problem of tests which permit comparisons of our

subjects with other ESL learners has been particularly acute

for the Grade 8 learners Grade 6. and Grade 10 Students

of the year.

arrangements to have access to these results when they are

available gust 1978.

given province-wide exams at the end

were

madeWe have

One test widely used in university level ESL courses

the CELT (ComprehenSiVe English Langauge Test, Harris and

Palmer, 1970)- In order to determine whether this test was..

appropriate for the Grade 8'and, Grade 10 classes, the Structure

and Listening tests were piloted on Grade 9 and Grade 11

students from the same school as the .0bServation-elasses.-

did-not administer the third test, a vocabulary t



The Grade,11 pilot group performed as welLon the

1 tening test as the group of French- Canadian university

students which Harris and Palmer used as one of the, "Reference

Groups": They performed somewhat less well than that group on

the structure test The Grade 9.students performed significantly

below chance on both tests. 'Given the results of the CELT with

the Grade 9_pilot group, we did not administer the CELT test to

the Grade 8 'observation classes. ,However, the listening and

structure tests were administered to the Grade 10 classes

early in March 1978. A summary of the results of the CELT is

presented in Table 1. For purposes of comparison,-,the-results

for the Grade 11 pilot group and the FrenchCanadidn Reference

Group are also included.

Table 1

CELT: Mean scores and Standard Deviations

tIrJIKAsl*JSLAITiSsaE.mlaasaPtEL________

10a job Dia

.s

Structure 43.8 21.8 - 24.2 7.5 49.8

Listening 65.8 14.4 38.9 10.6 72.9

Note: 10a: N=25 (structure); IN1=24 (listening)
10b: N=23 (structure); N=2,4 (listening)
lip: N=32 (structure); 1423 Glistening)
Ref: 1\1122

s s

18.3 64.3. 21.0

13.8 75.7 19.2.

*Mean scores are ent
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It should be noted that both our grade 11 pilot group

and the French Canadian Reference Group represent self-,

selected populations in that ESL .instruction is not_mandatory

after GradeA101 Therefore, students inthe'.Grade 11.ESL class
, e .

arethere largely by choice and the class is likely to be-made

-up 'ot,the more, successful learners of English. Students in 104

dan,e expected to perform as well as the Grade 11Hpilot group

11(the CELT is administered again in the spring ol 1979. A

largeIluMber of 10b students .also have stated thgar intention
. ,

0 e0-11tillue. A full report of the grOup and individual` dif7

ences in the second administration of the CELT after a 12-

month interval will be made in the second annual report.

A qualitative analysis of the CELT results is being

undertaken in an attempt to account for the fact that'there.was

significant clustering around specific answers on certain

items and indeed on Whole sections of of_th test, Meanwhile, the

results are being analyzed in comparison with other kinds of

data, including the cloze tes s and grammaticality judgement

tests.

Cloze4Tests

Two factors motivated our development and administration

of cloze tests: (1)- the unavailability or unsuitability of

standardized tests ( especially for the Grade 8 group) and

(2) previous research showing high correlations between cloze

tests and other tests of language proficiency.

The construction of a doze test appears-to be simple.

Every nth (usually every 7th) word is deleted-from a'pessage

of prose and replaced by a blank. iSubjects read the passage

and fill in words which best complete the ,passage. .ScOres

are based on the extent to which the words supplied -are .exactly

those which were deleted (or, in an alternative scoring system,

other "contextually acceptable" words).
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n recent years the cioze tecHnique,as a rneasui, of ESL
profiCiency has been fused _in numerous studies.- Studies by

Darnell (.1966) Eaplan and0Jones (1,972)- Stubbs and -Tucker (1974)

have shoWn this technique to be highly reliable. , Swain,

Lapkin, and Barik (1976) used the cloze technique with bilingual

children in order to measure both first' and second language

proficiency. They found it to be "...a valid and reliable

means of measuring second language proftoiency."Ap.40)

In previous research, doze tests have been foupd'to

correlate highly with standardized ESL proficiency teats and

they appear to correlate even better'with other pragmatic

testing procedures which require the skill of liStening com-

prehenSion (Darnell, 1968; Oiler, 1972).

In spite of the apparent ease Wittvwhich doze -tests are

constructed, there are some' problems to the use of

eloze procedures. One of the .problemS which we encountered!

was .that of, determining whether a passage could be considered

to, have an appropriate-level of difficulty for our subject

population.

According to most research, the level of diffiCult

the passage does not greatly affect the spread-of the scores.

However, some sense of the level of skill OfYthe students is

necessary and thus the judgement of .content difficulty becomes

a subjective one (Oiler, 1972;- Aitken, 1977) file found that

the ,determination of the level of difficulty was the most

difficUlt and time - consuming aspect of the construction of

the doze tests which we used. Basing the choice of a passage

on the readability formulas usually.. used did not seem to be

.satisfactory. This is due in part to the fact that most read-

ability fotmulas use the nuMberof long words as one of tine

criteria fors determining the difficulty of a passage. However,

it happens-that words of three or more syllables are often-
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French-English cognates. Since our subjects are native speakers

of French, we cannot\consider these words as "difficult". There,-

-fore, the readability formulas could be used only as a-starting

point when choosing-n appropriate text for a cloze test. W :1

felt it was also necessary to exercise some .subjective -judgement

of the level of diffiOulty.and to pilot the.oloze paSsages

extensively before adMinistration to the observation groups.

In order to choose an appropriate passage for our grade 8

and Grade 10 classes,rwe constructed two clozektests of appFently

equal diffioulty_ thfse were then piloted on asmall sample

of subjects and administered do our two Grade 10 observation,

lasses. Half the subjects in each class were given one test

nd the other-half the.other test. Overall, the scores were

too low to discriminate among students,. Furthermore, the results

indicate that, although the readability level was the same for
% 7

the two texts, one test was much more difficult than the other.

We therefore, selected and adapted another passage and piloted

it. extensively before adminibtering it to our Grade 8 and Grade 10

observation groups.* Ths pilot groups consisted of 63 Grade 8

and Grade'10 francophone students. Results of the pilot admini-

stration indicated that this passage was at an appropriate level

of difficulty as it discriminated well among the-pilot subjects.

this passage had aFiesch,re.idability score of 92 (ve-y easy
i .

''for,nativespeakers). the FOG formula ranked it as appropriate

-for Grade 5 native speakers. The pasSage was 375 words iong.

The first and last sentences were left intact.' Every seventh

word was deleted, leaving50 blanks in all. Proper nouns were
)

excluded from the count%

Administration and oorin the task was adminis ered by

the ESL classroom teache Who made sure that the subjects

*Dili Ullmann developed an scored this final aloe test.
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understood the procedure. Students had approximately 45

minutes to complete the task.-

There. arevarious ways of,sooring a clone test, the

easiest being the exact word method. This consists of counting

the number of blanks filled with the same words as the original

'text. '.Some researchers, hotvever, have felt that the exact

word method is too rigid for non-native speakers and have ex-
perimented with other scoring Systems. One of these is the

contextually-acceptable word method in which any work that

acceptable in the Context .of the passage is marked correct. We
'scored our clo2e test by both the exact word and the contextually

acceptable word method and calculated the rank,order correlations
between the two sets of scores. rhese correlations being very

-high L99 and .96 for the two Grade 8 classes; .97 and 96 for

the Grade 20 clisSes), we judgedthat-there was no reason to

prefer the more laborious contextUally acceptable word method-:
to the exact word method-for loarposeSof,comparing cloze- test

scores with other tests. Revertheless, the contextually accept-

able method and the examination of .frequent errors gives insights

into'learners' language development.

The. mean scores for the four secondary classes are presented
in Table 2. The cloze t st,for Group 10a, had fairly:high

reliability coefficient (calculated in the Kuder-Pichardson 21

formula) of .82. We may conlude, then, that for this group of
students, it was fairly accurate instrument for measuring

whatever cloze tests measure. We intend to investigate this

in greater detail.

Table 2

Clone Test: scores (out of

Exact Ms221AP,Lt
8a 3 ) 20.3 22.4

Bb 23) 16.9 18.4

LOa A22) 29.7 33;3-

10b =22) 16.1 17.8
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Correlations- across Measuresu--,._-

As part of the preliminary analysis of the data yielded

by the measures 'discussed above, we calculated rank order

correlations across the.. close test, CELT- listening, CELT-

structure, and the grammatidality judgeMent6 test. for Group

10a. (This was the only class where the CELT scores-were

high enough to permit compalsons. ) he- correlations -are

reported in-Table 3. All are.Significant at the .01 level,

except that between the close and the CELT- listening tuts

which is significant at the-.05 level.* However, the relative

size .o . the coeffiCients did not confirm our expectations.

Table 3

Correlations across measures for Grou bOa

Cloze CELT
(list.)

CELT
(stru.)

Gramm.
judg.

Clone .47 .63 .70

-CELT-listening .47 .71 .57

CELT-structure .63 .71 .63

GramMaticality
judgements

.70 .57 .63

Note. NA*21

We expected the strongest relationships to obtain between the

two measures focusing on form, the CELT-structure and the

grammaticality. judgement tests on the-one hand, and op-the other,

between the two tests measuring a broader range df linguistic

.abilitiese the doze test ancEIT,-listening. This expectation

was based in par on previous research which suggests that the

*Because of the size of the population, however, these figures
must be interpreted with caution.
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.

doze More Strongly related to tests of global language ,ability

than to discrete'point-grammartests. For our subjects however,

the$cloze.ahowed the strongest -orrelations with the grammaticality

judgement test, while the two CE Ts correlated most strongly with

each other.- (This latter correla_ion is in about the same range

as the figures reported for the eference groups in-the CELT

literature.) Further .guantitati and especially qualitative

analysis. of the data from-all. for measures, as well as from

the picture description task may shed some light on this.

Additional Data

Additional data resources which will be analyzed along

with the classroom interaction data and the data described

above include:

-students written-sunmaries of classroom dialogues

which were created by the stUdenf and performed in class.

The dialogues themselves are part of the classroom interaction

data.

-provincial and school boad examinations, Arrangements

have been made in some cases to obtain not only the students'

scores, but their answer sheets as well so that'a qualitative

analysis can be performed.

-class tests deVised and administered by the_teachers



Accounting for Variation in L2
learners' Languag

The purTose'of'thisstudy is,to trace the development of

a. group of English language structures in-the speech of franco-

phone ESL learners-and to describe and account for the observed_

variation in learners' performance on these structures under
*

different conditions. This'paper is a progress report-based

on cross-sectional research .undertaken during the first year of

the study. However, future reports will be based on the conti-

nuing longitudinal .study.

V riation_in Language Acquisition

An underlying assumption of the st y is that some previous-

research suggesting that there are "universal sequences" in,

linguistic d6Velopment has maskedimportant variation: (1) var

ation across _groups and individuals, and (2) variation in the

performance of an .individual or an,apparentlY homogeneous group

under different conditions of performance.-

the first kind of variation- has been treated in much recent

research on second language acquisition. This kind of variation'

has been attributed to several. factors in research findings

which suggest that individual learners respond differently to

the same linguistic environments. Indiidual'variation in L2

performance has been,attributedto cognitive style Grown, 1973_

interaction style (Seliger, 1977), pevious language learning-,

experience Bialystock4 Frhliqh, 1977)4age-or.developMental.

This progress report was-prepared by patsy Lightbown, Nina
Spada, and Robert Wallace, We thank other members of the
project team for their participation in the administration and
transcription of the picture description task. We thank
especially Bruce Barkman,Gerard Bates, Phyllis Vogel,
and Lise Winer.
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stage aShent,1973, 1975; Rosansky, .1975) -e. c.

The'focus of this study is on the second kind of vdriation,

that an be observed in the performance, of individuals or

homogeneeu greupa under different performance conditions. -A

number of researches have reported differences in learners'

.ability to use the same linguistic structures on different kinds

of tasks (e.g., Krash6n, Sferlazza, Feldman, and Fathman, 1976;

Larsen-Freeman,-1975; LoCoeo, 1976r. Other researchers have

reported variation over time inperformance under what appear

to be the same conditions, pointing out that changes do not

always. reflect steady:imProV,ement,.and in so e-casea appear to

be unsystematic (e.g., Bertkau, 1974; Hake tai. J274; Rosansky,r

1976a, b). Hakuta. (1974), among others, has suggested that

this-appare-t-fluctuation is due to the learner's having first

.learned:correctstructures. by rote (even in a completely

natural "untutored" setting) and then beginning to make rrors

as he Comes to analyze and recombine linguistic elepen _re-

viously,usedas rote-learned chunks:

The best known explanation for variation .in L2 learners'

under different .conditions is the "monitor model".proposed by

Krashen (1977). According to this model, performance under
,

conditions of "focus on, communication" will` reflect "natural"

or "acquired" competence in the language. That is, in conver-
,/ .sation or rapid writing, the speaker will not have time to

,recall "learned" rules bf the language and will instead use

rules which.have been internalized through unconscious acqui-

sition mechanisms.. Conversely, conditions in which the learner-

believes it is important to take his time and speak-or write

as correctly as possible, some learners.can "monitor" their
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by applying consciously known rules. In the "monitored"_

condition, the learner's language will reflect 'learned" compe:

tence, and the "natural" or acquired sequences of development

may not emerge,. The reason the learned competence cannot affect

the "natural" sequence undet conditions of "focus on communica-

tion" is that, for Krashen, conscious learning appears to be

entirely discrete from and to have no effect upon unconscious

"acquisition".

According to Krashen's "monitor model", there is great

consistency gross learnerS.in the "natural".SeqUenCes Of de-
t

velopment revealed in learners' "unmonitored" language.' Varia-

tion, he says, iS introduced by learnets'' attempts to modify

their language accordingto consciously known rules. Accord-

ing to the monitor model, .one would expect differences in per-

formance under different conditions but consistency within a

given task at a particular.point in linguistic development.

That is, one would expect the 'adquired" system to'emer46 in a-

"communicative setting" (e4., the oral interview) and .to be

altered by "learned" knowledge in a more formal task (e.g., gram-

maticality judgement)*. Larsen-Freeman's (1975) results showing

differences between performance on the Bilingual Syntax Measure

and tasks involving reading and writing haVe been explained in

terms of the monitor model: (Krashen, 1977)-.'

The notion .f-"natural", sequences in Krashen's model, is

based to a large extent on "morpheme studies" in which the

relative accuracy of performance en a group of graMmatical

morphemes has-been observed and described, in the speech of'Ll

and L2 learners. What has been reported i<n most of fhesevstudies

is'a highly consistent pattern of development-across Li learners

on the one hand and L2 learners on the other hand. TherehaVe

* In his most recent work, however, Krashen (1978) has suggested
that the "natural" or "acquired" system will dominate undet
all conditions short of a highly formal discrete-pOint test
of grammar.
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been repOrts of variation in these so-called "natural sequences"

,(see e.g., Hakuta, 1974; Rosansky,: 197) . ,-However, there has

-been little attempt to try to explain the observed variation in

L2 acquisition even though patterns of variation area major

focus of'research.in pther'areas of linguistics ,and socidlin-

.guistics, and in Ll acquisition BlOom, Lightbown, Hood,

1975; Cedergren & Sankoff, 1974; Tasold & Shuy, .1975; Labov,

1969)

The design of the present study involves observation and

description of consistency and variation in learners' perfor-

mance on the same. linguistic structures under different condi-

otions. The different conditions include different tasXs'which

require different degrees of'concentrationon linguistic form

or on-the communication of information. In this progress re-

port, preliminary analysis of learners' performance on two tasks

will be presented: (1),an oral communication task involving

picture deScription and (2)a grammaticality judgement task.

Analysis of the data -obtained. through .these tasks involves

(1) a determination of the extent to which observed variat on is

Systematic and, (2) the .proposal of hypotheses to account for

the-.observed variation. These hypotheses will then be tested

in.the second year of.the study, both through' further analysis

of data.already collected (including Classroom interaction) and

through the administration of further'tasks under more controlled

conditions.

Linguistic Structures toe Investigated

The linguistic structures to be considered in this progress

report were'bhosen after preliminary analysis of classroom in-

teraction and interview data.



be (rather than have) form used in referring to age,

e.g, He is 16 years old.

(2) the 5 "s morphemes"

(a) plural eg,, two trees

(b) posse8sive e.g., the boy's hat

(c) 3rd person singular - e-g., He walks fast

(d) copula e.g., She's tall

e) auxiliary e.g., The girl's playing ball

prepositions indicating motion toward a goal,

e.g., The're going to school.

These three structures or groups of structures, are. sources of

-continuing difficulty for:ESL learners,: They have been chosen

as the fodus of this study for different reasons.

Be have. The study thebe/have contrast permits us to

trace the development of a. structure which, althouWsuperficially,

-very easy to,teach and explain, remains a frequent Pro lem

the speech of francophOnp learners of English and, incidentally,.

of anglOphone learners of French.

The theoretical importance of this study liegin its re-'

lation to controversy regarding the role of Li interfeence in

L2 learners' language. It has been proposed, for example, that

Li .
interference decreaseS'in importance as the L2 learner

-comes more proficient. Yet the persistence of this easy-to-

State rule Zn the speech of fldent speakers is striking.

am2E247trite. The study of the& Morphemes makes it

possible to compare the English L2 development of francophone

learners in QuebecSchools with that of learners fromTother Llwith

backgrounds whose gevelopment'o_ is Morphemes (as well as other

grammatical morphemes).'has been described in many recent studies
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(e.g., Bailey, Maddenr & Krashen, 1974v Dulay irt, 1974a, ,b

Larsen - Freeman, -1975; Rosansky, 1976) These sti- ies have re--

ported a high degree of consistency among L2leatners of dif-

of aferent Li backgrounds in the sequence of acquisition

number of grammatical morphemes. For morphemes,. this

"natural" sequence is:

COP ---10

(Arrows should be rad as "precedes ". No sequential relation-
,

ship is predic ed for the pairs of morphemes within braces)

The theoretic4 importance of the morpheme.study lies

in the fact that major current theories of L2 learning- and L2,

performance including Krashen's monitor model - are based on

what are believed to be universals in morphethe acquisition.

The use of the morphemes in English often Creates

problems for second language learners. In 'the firSt place, there

are three allomorphs of the morphemei. --d the learner must learn

the phonological rules for the /s/, /z/, or Rz/. allomorph.

Both Li and uisition research have established that,the

"short plural"' (i.e., the /s/ and /z/ allomorphs), are acquired

earlier than the "long plural" .e., the / az/ alto Oh)

(see. Berko,. 1959 and Brown, 1973 for Li and Dulay & Burt, 1974a

and Nataliaiii and Natalicio,1971for L2) . ThiS difference

among allomorphs for the-plural appears to hold 'true for the

other s1 moxphemes as well and the presentation Of items in

the new grammaticalityjudgements task will be balanced for

this feature.

Even more complex than-the phonological variants, are the

fmultiple functions of these forms since the same forms serve

five different grammatidal functions.



Learners frequently fail to supply an °hme whe;p
one is required, .and they tend to supply one in c isxts where

.

it does not belong so that they produce sentences,;.., ch ast

"It''s means the students can't gp".or "The girl she's have a
.,red dress". The absence of the morpheme

in

where it- obligatory
,

,.. ,

may be explained n terms of several factors.
.

It'could be due

to the learner's confusion abput the funqticin of the /s/ which

is often redundant, and no essential for communication.
.

Another explanation is one based on phonological inter-

ference from the:speaker's Ll. The francophone L2 speaker may

know themorpheme is there, but fail to produce it because he is

carrying over a (general) rule from French which say g that final

consonants are usually not pronounced.

A furtherphonolp016a1 consideration is that morphemes
''.. 'T:',

:.are" metimes-._"lostv'in to §tream of speech, It seems safe

t9 "--5 _mat- s mor phe s an be missed in oral speech. Indeed

it is impoStible.to he r the n morpheme as a. separate .element

when sentences such as those below are produced at a normal

rate and with normal st ss.

It's snowing today in Vancouver.

He's sometimes very shy.

-My sisters spent the year in France.

Locative prepositions. Prepositions are difficult to

explain and teach because the choice of the correct preposition

is often determined not by a specifia rule but by idiomatic

expressions, for example, in sentences such as "He's going to

the airport" vs. "He's leaving for the airport". Here, as with

the be/have contrast, there is Considerable evidence that inter-

ference from French complicates the already difficult rules for



prepositions in English, leading to sentences such as "the

children are going at school" (Les enfants vont a l'ecole).

The evolution pf learnerW use of locative. prepositions is

important precisely because of the fact that rules: for their use

cannot be adequately taught through explicit, instruction. This

Provides a contrast with the be/have structure, for example,.

In French, theprekeSitions,to, in and at can take the same

linguistic form a to express different functions (e.g.,. Il eSt

A l'ecole ii va A 1 6col In the first example, .the prepo-

sition is used to express a stateiCh is static.` In the

second, the preposition is used to indicate motion

goal. Conversely, "to in English may be translated

toward a

French as A' article, en, vers, pour, etc. ,Prepositions

simply do not lend themselves to straightforward translation

simple rule learning.

Preliminary examination of the classroom data revealed

some of the difficulties that francophone English L2 learners

experience with these locative prepositions. Because they rely

on translations from LI or because of the complexity inherent

in L2, they often choose the wrong preposition in their English

L2 speech, producing sentences like - "We're going in Robert's

cottage" and'"We went i,n four plays and two concerts in New York."

Elicitation of Language Data''

The contrasting elicitation procedures to be described below.

were used in order to permit a comparison of student learners'

performance in formal and. informal language use tasks. In the

grammaticality judgement. task, the focus is clearly, on formv

in the picture description task, the focus -in on communication,



Previous research has dOmons ta ecIthe value-of grathmatioality

judgements for going beyond production data and obtaining infor-

mation'about L2 learners' linguistic intuitions which may confirm

or contradict certainlaspects of their productive language (Cohen

Robbinsi 1976; Hainayan, 1978;-Schabter Tyson, & Diffley, 1976).

edicted that performance on the'p -eture card task would

that observed in,oral elicitation proCedures used

n other research (e.g., the Bilingual Syntax MeaSure)°but that

the grammaticality- judgement task would be-differenFurther,

we,predicted that a substantial number of subjects would deviate

from the group in,terms of the accuracy orders for

on both the picture description task and the gramma

morphemes

ality
judgements task. Finally, we predicted that obligatory contexts

for morphemes occurring in some linguistic environments would

be more 4fficult than those occurring in others8, because of

overall s ntence complexity or phonological environMent. That.'

is, the accuracy would not necessarily be uniform, for all

instances of the same morpheme.

Picture :description -a k, The picture description task

was designedto elicitthe linguistic structures specified

above by, means.-of a piLure:Ca This game involves two

participants - the student and the interviewer - andja'slayed

with ten _groups of four cards each Each card an a group is

thematically similar to the other three-, bilt

in its details. For example, one gro4 of4cards has

stic} figure person in every picture, but the person engaged

in a slightly different activity in each (e.g., holding a box/

opening a box while standing/sitting),4or the person is wearing

different coloured clothing, or is positioned differently in

each iota ie (e.g., nside/outside,a vehicle) see Figure 1).

plightly

the same.

Richard Yotkey f o drawing the p



4a

Figure 1. Example of contrasting pictures used im pict-
deltription task.



Each group of pictures was designed to elicit specific linguis-

tic items (e.g., plural, copula) The interviewer has two

sets of cards. One set is arrayed, one group at a time, before

the interviewer on a rack, so that it i impossible for the

student to see them. The duplicate cards of the same group are

presented face down to the'student. The procedure for the admin-

istration of the interview is as follows:

1. The student is asked to select one picture card from

a group of four. The interviewer does not see which card has

been selected.

2- The student describes the picture to the interviewer

who can refer to the duplicate group bf cards in front of him.

3. From the student's description, the interviewer guesses

which card is being described and verifies his choice by mat--

ching his card with the student'S.

The development of such "screen tests can be traced to

earlier studies in psychology investigating cognitive'develOp-,

meet 'and communication skills in .children (GluckSberg, KrauSs

& Weisberg., 1966). Upshur (1971) designed a similar picture'.

card game which he refers to as a "communicaton task", for

testing second. language proficiency. In his efforts to develop

tests which go beyond the discrete7.point grammar test app'rciac

and measure instead successful productive communication, these

"communication tasks", which allow for a 'correspondence be-

tween the,intentions of a.Spepker and the concept created by

his audience" were designed.

Our picture Card game, although similar in design, -differs

in its objectives. In Upshur's model, the scoring system 'is

based solely on successful communication, hat is, the student's



performance is evaluated in terms of the interviewer's ability.

to gUess which picture- is being described. Furthermore, the

test iS...usaally timed as Upshux4ound that it did not discri-

minate among:students when no 'time limit was set, That is-,

even weak students were eventually successful when no time -

limit was imposed. It is precisely this quality, however, Which

made the task_ideal',for our subjects, many of whom are at'very

.early stages of ESL development. Because few specific-questiOns'

were asked, a wide range of utterances. nd utterance types were

used to describe these' pictures. Nevertheless, 'there were

certain structures which had to- be produced in order for "SuC-

ceSsful communication" to take place For example, One set of

pictures showed a little girl holding balloons of different

colours No matter what else the student said about the picture

he described, he was obliged t some point to refer to the

balloons that is, to use a-noun plural - correctly or incor-

rectly.

Thus

to guess

to enco

task was not based on the interviewer's ability

right picture. Rather, .the interviewer sought

the student to talk as mubh as possible. Where

appropriate, the interviewer would sometimes deliberately guess

wrongin order to'get the student to say, for'example, "In your

picture the man is holding the bog. In my picture, the box is

on the table". Similarly, the' interviewer might select a second

picture, om the same group of cards after having guessed the

%first picture coerectly. This second picture would be selected

with the
A

purpose of eliciting another language feature which

was not elicited by the first.. or, students might be asked to

contrast different pictures in each group of cards.

All students received instructions for the task as they began

the interview. Students were shown one group of pictures so that
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they could see how closely the pictures resembled one another.

The "rules of the game" were quickly understood by all students.

Each student. took approximately ten minutes to complete all

ten groups of Pictures. In a very small number. of cases, students

who found the task too difficult were given fewer pictures,. to

describe. 'An important advantage of the picture card game was

that the same pictures can be used for learners' at different

levels of language proficiency. The same picture which elicits

a simple response such as "two trees", can also elicit a more

complex utterance such as, "There are two identical trees which

are standing beside two identical houses".

During the Interview, was ?important to allow the students

enough time to formulate their descriptions. Long. pauses of

silence' sometimes followed questions such as "What'canyou t-11

me about your picture? ", "What else do you see?", or "Is there

something else you can tell me?" in order to avoid simple

imitation And repetition in the sudents' performance, specific

questions were used only when a student was having great dif-

ficulty in describing the pictures. A.-list of suggested ques-

tions was!)provided for all interviewers to be used as a guide-

line for the target structures. The interviews were recorded

and fully transcribed for subsequent tabulation and analysis.

axrniatIsAliern. In the grammaticality judgement

test, students were required to distinguish between correct and

incorrect uses of s morphemes, the be /leave distinction in

expidssing age, and locative preposi ions in a se 45f written

sentences and to correct the incorrect uses. We predicted that

ability to do so would not necessarily imply ability to produce

these structures correctly in classroom interaction or interviews.

We also expected that the relative difficulty the different
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structures presented would vary amongst :individuals; that is, we

did not expect that the students' ability to make correct gram-

maticality judgements would necessarily conform to the universal

acquisition orders-for which claims are made 'n -he literature.

Finally, we predicted that the ability of a giveo indi1.4dual t6

make correct judgements as to the.grammatieal.or ungrammatical-,

use of a given structure would vary according to certain fea-

tures of the linguistic context in which the stucture occurred,.

and we hoped to gain .some insights into the. factors involved in

this variation, insights which would allow us to formulate

specific hypotheses t© test in the nex phase of the study.

Because we are carrying out a related study* to examine the

effects of instruction on the ability to make correct grammati;-'

cality judgements, the test was administered to our subjects

twice, the- second administration -coming.two days after the

first. The class period between,the two administrations was

devoted to a. review of the grammatical structures' in question,

using a set of sentences similar to the test sentences:The

resulting change in the performance of our subjects was,compared

to the change in the performance of control gaups of francephone

students at corresponding\grade levels. The test was also

administered twice to the control groups at the same interval,

but without the intervening session of instruction. We intend

to administer the test a third time in the fall to measurethe

permanence or otherwise of the effect attributable to instruc-

tion. We expect, of course, that the! effect will prove to have

been temporary.

Thy test consisted, for the secondary students, tof 50

sentences, each of which contained at least one correct or

incorrect use of a target structure. Some of.the sentences used

The Effect .of Instruction on the Performance of Child, Adoles
cent, 'and Adult ESL Learners. Paper accepted for prestation
at the Los Angeles Second Language Acquisition Research Foruml
October, 1978.
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more than one of the target structures, but none contained more

than one error, a fact of which the students w re made aware.

There were nineteen correct sentences. The breakdown of the

errors in the other 31 was as follows:

4 auxiliary /s

4 copula /s/

6 third person singular /s/

3 plural /s/

5,possessive /s/

4 locative prepositions

5 have vs. be

Students were instructed to write "C" in the blank beside the

sentence to indicate a correct sentence; if they judged the

sentence incorrect, they were to circle the error and write the

correct word in the blank, e.g., "She usually make many mistakes

in er homework. makes". Errors were of three types: omissibn

(Hers new watch very expensive), use of the wrong form (I am going

in France), and inappropriate use or overuse (It's makes no

difference what you do, There's are some peanuts in the bowl).

A similar but somewhat easier 2O item test was ad listered to

the Grade 6 students. It included no items on locative prepo-

-ions, and the sentences were generally simpler. Both tests

were piloted on groups of francophone sttdents at appropriate

grade levels.
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Results} PictureDescr ion Task-

The analysis of the data elicited by the picture Card task

is just' beginning. We have not yet examined the results from

all our subjects. However, we have tabulated both the indivi-

dual and group results for one Class at each of the three'

grade levels. This section will report on the preliminary

analysis of "the group data Icompi,led thus far. Individual per-

formance data will be analyzed as the study continues.

Preliminary analysis of the data for the secondary student

reveals a difficulty order of morpheme acquisition which is

similar to the "natural" order Of acquisition observed and

reported in other morpheme studies (COP--4 AUX--+ PLU-ray, 3rd P).

The order for the elementary students differs from other studies

in that the accuracy for the 3rd person (3%) was higher than

for the plural (52%) (see Figure 2 ) making the difficulty order

COP AUX --30 3rd PERSON PLURAL. This difference ma' be par-

tly explained by the fact that there were 316obligatory con-

texts supplied for the plural and only 29 for the 3rd person

which students may have produced correctly by rote.

We were unable to include the possessive morpheme in

our analysis because the picture card task did not elicit

enough instances of the possessive for quantitatiVe analysis.

However, in reading the transcripts,-one notices that subjects

often used the of possessive construction (analogons.to the

French construction) in contests requiring-the possessive.

For example, in one picture,-there is a boy pulling a cat's

tail. Many students, when describing this picture, said

"He's pulling the tail of the eat". Thus no obligatory context

for the possessive marker was created, even though possessive

function was intended.
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Although the order of difficulty in our preliminary 'find-

ings parallels the order obtained, in other morpheme studies,
there remains a large body of data that has yet to be accounted.

for and requires further and more detailed analysis. These
data contain a'large number of uninflected verb forms occur-
ring with 3rd person singular subjects. Most of these forms

occur in contexts which call for a progressive form ,(auxiliary

-ing).. Even though the accuracy for the auxiliary is high

for'Secondary subjects, there is a high frequency of uninflected

forms in both secondary groups. Further research is required,

to account for these uninfiec d formS and determine at what,

stage they occur relative to the -ing and .s inflections.
Itmay be, for example, that learners first learn cartain verbs

with -ing inflections, treating the -ing'forth as the base form
of the verb. Other verbs may first be 'learned in their base

uninflected form or With the -s in, flection. In the three

classes whose performance,Onwthe picture description task is

presented here, the greateSt prdportion of uninflected forms
occurred in the 8a subjects ;the greatest proportion of verb

-ing (with or without auXiliary) occurred in the 6a subjects
(see Table 4) .

Verb g

Verb s

ninf lee ed

Table

Inflected and Uninflected Verbs
Used -'in Picture Descri tions

6a

(16%)

8a

(

10a

(23%)

96

;'18

21

56

80

82

142

1O9

77
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These'results suggest that learners do not begin by using un-,

inflected verbs and then proceed to acquire inflections. Rather,

the uninflected form may represent some intermediate 'stage

between the use 'of rote-learned inflected verb forms and the

acquisition of a system df

Another result requiring further investigation is the over-

use of the s morpheme in cases such as "He's takes a cookie"

and "She's have a red dress",. It is not clear whether these

forms should be considered as either third person or auxiliary.

One current hypothesis is that, due to the inordinate amount

of time spent practicing copula and auxiliary forms,- students

treat pronouns with 's contractions (it's, he's, she's) as

alternate forms in free variation withthe pronouns. Continued

longitudinal examination is required to trace the development

of these forms to determine whether the overuse is systematic

and where it occurs in the developmental sequence.

It is interesting to compare the accurady rates( for each

of the s morphemeS across groups. All three groups perfcx

at a .high level of accuracy for the copula, and the secondary

groupsshc w similarly high rates of accuracy for the auxiliary.

A findi.nT which is interesting and deserving of further inves--

tigation is that the 10a subjects perform no better than 8a

subjects on the plural. HoweVer when-long and short plural

are treated separately, there is evidence for developmerital

progress in the acquisition of the plural.- Subjects in the-10a

group provided the long plural correctly ,in 35% of the contexts

whereas the accuracy for the 8a group was. 18 %.



Results: GrammaticalityJudgemen Test

Both the 20-item and 50-item grammaticality judgement .tes-s

functioned,well as tests. Item analysis of the results of the

first administration showed that, all items discriminated nong

the subjects. However, on the 50-item test, the nineteen items

which did not.contain an error, tended to have very high facility,

values and low indices of discrimination (none greater than .25).

The items which required students to correct an error discri-

minated better on the whole; only 8 .of 31 such items had a discri-

mination index of less than .25, and these-8 were items with

extremely low facility values. In other words, considered as

test items, the sentences without errors were too easy, while

the sentences with errors were mostly satisfactory, with a

minority being too difficult. This Pattern was also observed

in the 20-item test. The reason for it-is fairly obvious, and.

has important consequences for the design of grammaticality Judge-

, ment tasks. It is rimply that in the case of- to ungramatical

sentences, students not.only had to determine'th t they were

ungrammatical, but to correct them.. Hence, if ' udent.were

in any doubt on an item he might chbose the easiest solution -

to mark it correct. The high facility values for the error-

less items are clearly,owing in large part to this biased
\

guessing. In the next phase of the study, we intend to overcome

this problem by dividing the task into two tasks. In'an initial

test, students will le asked only to judge thesentences'gram-,

matical or ungrammatical. These\ ests will be Marked and .

returned to the students who wil then have only to correct

those sentences identified as un ra mmatical.

The reliability of the tests, according to the` Kuder-

Richardson formula, was high: .89 for the 50-item test on the

first administration, .90 on the second administration. The



corresponding figures for the 20-item tes

sixth grade were x.85 and .86.

administered to the

Table 5 shows the mean scores of our Grade .8 and Grade :10

Subjectsnd of their eontrol group peers on the two adminis-

trations. (The score* of the two Grade 10 subject groups,

10a and 10b, are displayed seParately because of the big. di

ference in their perfbrmance.) Grade lOa is an "enriched"

stream and 10b is Considered a "regular" stream. The average

scores for 10b were actually lower than those of the Grade-8

Subjects.
' Table 5

Grammaticality Judgement:
Mean Scores (out of 50)

Administration
First Second Difference

Grade 8 subjects (Ns 51) 26.1 31.8 5.7

Grade 8 controls (N !=15) 27.2 28.9 1.7

10a subjects (N 21). 40.1 4.3

lob subjects (N - 21) 22.3 28.8 6.4

Grade 10, controls (N 21) 34.0 34.2 0.2

ALL SUBJECTS (N 93) 27.5 33.0 5.5

ALL CONTROLS (N - 66) 29.3 30.6 1.3

Our subjects improved between administrations on the average

more than four times as much as the controls, -a dif.- enee

can only be attriAted to the intervening period of nstruction:

The lowest-scoring group of subjects, class` 10b,, benefited the

most from thisinstruction, while the highest-scoring group,.

class 1Qa, showed the least benefit. Where-the benefit was
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greatest, it was also least uniform among individualS. The rank

order correlation_between- the first and second administrations

of the test, was only .60 for class 10b, compared to .83 for

10a and .86 and .79 for the two Grade 8 groups. but as a

group, 10b improVed, more uniforMly on the various structures

than did10a, as may be seen in_,Elgures 4 through'5
. Over

three-guarters of the total improvement by 10a was acounted fora

by improvement on the be/have distinction. These differences.

May, of course, have been caused by differences in the type of

instruction given in the period between the two administrations.

No attempt was made to make the\teaching uniform from class to

class except insofar as the same list of 25 sentences-was used

as the basis for the review and that all classes at each grade

level had their regular classroom teacher. Thus both Grade 10S

had the same teacher; both_Grade 8s;_ and all three Grade 6s.

The mean score of the'Grade 6 students on the 20-ite0, test

was 8.9f r the first administi-ation and 10.3 for the second.
, .

If we express these figures as Percentages. (44.5% and 51.7%),

the, difference between them, representing,the improvement

between the two administratiOns, is 6.9%, compared with a

difference of 11.1% between the mean, scores of the secondary

students on the first and second administrations (54.9% and

66% respectively). Thus the sixth - graders appeared to benefit

somewhat less from their period of instruction than did the

econdary subjects. However, we do not4have control data

available against which to compare the,sixth-graders' improves
meat. figures 4 through 5 ShoWthemean group scores (expressed

as percentages) on each of the.seven grammatical structures

tested.- Only those items which contained errors been taken
into account here. The solid: portion of each bar represents

the difference between the first and second administration.
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Figure 3, Group performance on grammaticality judgement tests.
Height of white. bar represents pero ntage of accuracy
on first%administration. Black segment represents'-'
improvement on second administration. The * indicates,
a single case of lower score on the second administration.
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The order of difficulty of the various structures generally
accords with the "acquisition orders" described in the literature.
One interesting anomaly is that the performance on the aukiliary
is slightly ahead of the copula for the Grade 8 subjects. The
design of the testytay also have played a role in producing the
unexpected order. Two out of the four items with errors in the
use of the copula contained errors of,overuse, which gave our
subjects more difficulty than errors of omission. If only the
items with errors of omission-are taken into account (for both

copula and auxiliary) then the copula proves less difficult than
the auxiliary for all groups, although the scores remain much
closer for the eighth grade than for the tenth.

A'posSible explanation forthis finding is that d ade..8 is

the level at which the progressive is extensively practiced.
Such an explanation seems all the more plausible because it
'would account for another 4eviation from the "natural"'sequence:
Grade 6 subjects performed'better on the Std singular than on
the auxiliary. They had been introduced to the 3rd singular

shortly before taking the test. ,(Note the-higher than eXpected

performance,on 3rd singular in the picture description task
as well. See Figure 2). We have not yet' completed our analysis

of individual performance on the morphemes Thus, the extent

to which individuals conform to the group orders is not yet
known. Because we have only 3-6 examples of each structure for
each student, it would be difficult to draw.conclusions:abopt

orders for individuals. One of the goals of the next phase of
the study is precisely to collect enough data on 'hdividual

Students to make such a study possible.

It is possible howevet to report on.a preliminary analysis
of the effect's on accuracy of different linguistic contexts.
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The initial test provided us with suggestive data that have

formed the basis of ourhypotheses for,the next phase. For

example, on the first administration, ,only 28% 0V-the students

correctly supplied the missing auxiliary in "The dog plays

outside when.it snowing", while 81% were able to supply it in

"He leaving early today". Now, although the,,two sentences are

not precisely comparable in other ways (the former is obviously

.more, complex than the latter), we may hypothesice that at least

part of the difference is due to the"knitial sibilant in

"snowing". It would appear that students judge the grammati-

cality of sentences initially by "sounding them out" that is,

the first verification takes place in the bral/aural channel

and by-intuitiOn rather than-'by proofreading and formal analysis.

We plan to .test,thiS hypothesis in the next phase of the study

by balancing the presentation of items in which sibilants in

the phonological- .environment of the missing morpheme make it

difficult to "hear" the sentence as incorrect against those 'which

contain no'sUch difficulties. Another phonological issue to

be copsidered is- the'relativwperformance on the different

allomOrphs of the sl-dorphedes. itiother aspect of .variation

Which'Will be investigated is the relative success students

have in correctly, supplying the verbal s morphemes (copula,

'auxiliary, 3rd person SItgUlar) in sentences which differ in

terms of pre-verbal complexity.

Tork in- pro res Picture .escri #tibn Task

Continued analySis, both cross7sctional.and longitudinal,

of,individual and grout) da.awill'lead to a better understand-
,

ing of performance variation. Further investigation into the

overuse of morphemes and uninflected verb-fords will continue

in an .effort to discover hOW,these'forms,fit into the develop7

mental` patterns of morpheme acquisition.
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In. order to obtain comparable longitudinal data, we

will administer an adapted version of the picture descriptioh
task in Spring 1979. The adaptation is being designed to

elicit a wider range of grammatical structures.

Work in progress: Grammaticality Judgement Test.

In order to' test the hypotheses derived from-the results
of-the first gcammaticalityjudgementtest,- a new test has beeh

designed, to provide a larger number of items for each gram-

mitidal structure and to control for the factors which seemed

to account for the variability observed in the performance'

on the first test. Because of the large number of items needed

on the test in order to control for all these variables, the
new test focuses on s morphemes. Be/have items are included

in order to obtain longitudinal data on this-Structure. Locative

preposition items are also included, but including Sufficient-

items to control for the large number of,variables asSodiated
with the use of prepositions would- have made the test excess-
ively long.

Following the. test, students,will be interviewed in order

toprovideintroSpective data on the process of Makipg -gramma-

ticality judgements as well as to explore the.studente -know-

ledge of the appropriate grammatical rUles4....BY Comparing

students' performance on the test with their ability to state

the.'formal-ruies involved and their descriptions .of how they

proceed to judge gramatidalitr we hope to-be :able'.-to n-.gai

Some insight ..into-basic'sedond language learning strategies.

The new teat is currently beingpiloted,lvvith' francophone

learners in the Concordia University kEngliSh Language Summer

School and will be administered to the subjects of the ongoing

longitudinal study in October 1978.
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The nature -of the other two Stru tures, "easy" be/have and
"hard" prepositions led to the prediction that performance on
the easy structure would_bp better on the formal.(foCus on

form) task' than .on the informal (focuS'on communication) task
butt that there would be no difference inpetformande on prepo-
sitions. The available .data and the analyses .compIeted to this
point do not permit us to.draw conclusionS about the. use ofpre-

Positions under different condition. The differences between

scores on the first and second administrations suggest that

students did benefit - at least temporarily7- from formal

instruction.'.., However there-is clearly.a -much greater increment
on ?fie /have following instruction.

Continuation of the Stud

v

The results and analyses of the grammaticality judgeMent
and picture description taSks,areprelimina'ry and do not'permit

confirmaticin or disconfirmation of our hypotheses. .The conti-

nuation of this study .involves (1) the dOMpletiOn of group.

comparisons for the other observation groups on the. picture
card task, (2). comparigons of individual performance on both
tasks, (3) analysis of the students. classroom language

(4) analysis.of students'' written work,-(5) testing the hypo-
.

theses regarding variation generated by the-ptelimihary"resul s

of the study thrbugh'the ,use,of newly designed eliCitation
procedures From these analyseg will., emerge a clear picture

of the-course of franCophone :ESL learner-s! deve-_opment of the

Structures over the.period Of,their ESta inStrur ion in'school.

Over the'period:of the study we will be,able to ntegrate the

.results of this study with the classroom interaction analyses

in order to better desdribe the relationship between second
language teaching and learning.



Form and Function of Questions-in ESL
Learners' and Teachers eech*

The study of questions in L2 development is motivated by

two considerations. First, question-answer interchange is one

of the most frequent activities in L2 classrooms and, as such,

it is important'for us to know what is happening in these inter-

changes and how to make best use of it to promote'learning.

Second, because there is a large body of research on first lan-

guage (Li) development of questions a preliminary framework for

analyzing question development is already available.
tl

The development of questions in English Ll acquisition is

remarkably similar across-children. In terms of both question
\

form and question.functiOn,'-children acquiring English-Ll'can
be expected to pass through s, predidtable series of stages on

their' way to adult-like use of questions. In this paper-we

Will describe some details of Ll.development of Wh- questions

and consider some of the explanations that have been offerecl7to

account for the observed developmental .patterns, We .will _then.

describe some recent research in the L2 _acquisition of question

form and question function,. discussing 'reasons for..patterns of

similarity and difference. Finally we will describe the re-
sults

c
Of preliminary,analysetof the question and-answer inter-

'action in the observation classes,. including a discussion of

the presentation of questions 4n- the two textbook Series in

use there.

* This pr65iess report was prepared -by Patsy Zightbown.



Form and Function

Before proceeding to.a review of, the literature, the,-usc

of the terms questiOn form and question function should be made

clear.

For In thisepo te.the forms. referred are usually.

the interrogativeAgords, often called Wh7words, e.g.', who, what,

when the term form will also be used to refer .to;:the'arrahge

orient, of words in questions, for example, whether there i8

version of subject and auxiliary.

Function. The function referred t is usual

tial4 function6f, particular question forms. SPme

is also given to pragmatic or 'discourse function.

y the refer

oonsiderati,on

That is, the

referential function of a when question is 'to ask something

"when is he leaving?"about time. However, a question such as

could have a number of different pragmatic functions, leading to

different interpretations of the utterance, such as "I need to

know whether to make dinner for three or for four?"' "I'd like

to use the car but I wonder if he needs it?" "I don't like the

way he's acting and I wish he'd go." The pragmatic function

could.thus be, in addition to a simple request for information,

a hint, a wish, an expression of annoyance.' However, the se-

mantic function remains the same. It is a question for which

the semantically appropriate answer includes some mention of

time

The basis of most research on the develop nt.of questions

in both_1,1 and L2, has been an examination of some aspects of

question form (e.g., Brown, 1968, Ravem, 1914). It is usually .

assumed that form simply reflects function '(at least refer-
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ential function). In research onother-aspects of linguistic

developmentAt haS been shown that old forms are used for new

functions and new
,
forms may be used first to expr6ss old_func-

tibn (Slobin, 1973 wit,hreference ,to Werner & Kaplan, , 1963)

That is, if a Obild haS just come to understand something,

,cognitively but has not yet learned hoW to express it linguis-
.,

tic ally, he may simply borrow some linguistic foins that. are

already familiar,. For example, he may understand a great deal

about space relations before he has acquired the locative pre-
,

positions necessary to express these-relations linguistically.

This doesn't prevent him from talking about .space relations

however. He does so `,by using old forms - thoSe aspects of

language, that he alreadylmows - to refer to the spacetxelations,

albeit imprecisely.

Question Development _in En fish 1.1

k:number of studies of the deVelopment of question form in

English.441 have revealed that the .order of emergence _ofboth

coMprehenaion and production of speific question words -is si_ -

ilar among children learnin- English 1,1..(e.T.,-Davis,

Swain (1972), .found that chil ren who were'bilingual

English) from earliest childhood acquired EllgliSh Wh-w-ordsin
the. same order. as. monolingual childreh and that the.

French-equivalents of these words emerged in the same order.

In its simplest form, the most frequently observed order
is (1) what and where, (2) who, (3) why, (4) how, and (5) when.
This order fits well with,what we know about children's cogni-

tive development .during this period of language development.

Before they have developed anything more than single word

utterances, they already seek to know the names of objects or
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to find things that re lost or hidden. Thus', questions such

as "what's that?" or "where's the baby?" encode meanings-
are already well-etablished whep children begin to express

them:linguisticallY: ntihen" questibns dire acquired late
,

st, 'a

fact which reflects the cognitive complexity of time relation-,

xrt

t should. not be assumed hOwever that the observed devel-

opmental sequence of Wh-lwords can be expilained simply and suffi-

ciently in terms of increased co ve complexity in the Wh-
,

word itge The she Wh-iword c e different roles in di f.-

ferent x tences. P 'example " o". can .be the subject or

the object of the verb, that is, the agent or tr recipient of
the action. Researcher's who save further sUbdivided-questions

(Ervin-Tripp & miller, 1978, Tyack & Ingtam, 1977) have observed

that a finer distiOtion leads to more infOrmation. For example

"who" as sentence subject is used; and responded to considerably

earlier than "who" as object (e.g., "who is eating lunch?" is

easier than "who is the boy OuShing?-"). Thus complexityris

determined not only b he W kd itself but thy its role in

the sentence.

the extent.

factor in determining the order of development is

to which the non-linguistic context in which the

question occurs helps the learner to know what is expected of

him. Ervin-Tripp and Miller (1978) suggest that theChild learns

to answer questions through -experience in exchangdi in which the

adult asks a question at thb moment when the child was about to

produce spontaneously an. utterance which would appropriately

answer the.question. For example, in looking at a picture

book, the adult asks "what's that?"- knowing intuitivelythat

the child is likely to say "duck." anyway, The child ti us



the e3Tetience of answering questions which he might not under-

stand in another cantext°.'

Another factor in the order in wb ch children-develOp_

cOmprehension and production of WIT-questions isthe'Irequendy

with which different questionS. are addresSed to them.- Adults

appear to have some special sensitivity to the linguistic capa-

cities of children. Thus one finds very few when questions in

the speech addressed to 2-year olds. Similarly, Hood (1977)

hasj'shown that why questions are rarely, addressed to children

Who have not- yet begun to use "because" spontaneously. The

questions addressed to children are, those which the adult be-

Jieve's the child can answer. Ervin-Tripp and Miller (1978)

found that children made relatively few formal errors in res-

ponding to Wh-questions and that there was no great improvement

in the rate of formal responses as the children grew older

because adults so rarely asked questions using question words

which corresponded to later stages of deVelopment. The strong-
,

est evidence for an ordered sequence of development comes from

the errors children make when adults do use questiqn words

which a child has-not yet mastered-'(see Lightbown, 1978).

In '.summary, there is a sequence of development of Wh-forms

in Ll adguisition which appears to follow cognitive development

but is also affected by the linguistic complexity of, the qus-
tion utterance overall and also by; some sort of, natural se-
quencing of questions in parents' speedn to children

Word Order _in English 101H',and _142, Question Development

Another aspect of questiOn form which has been studied-and'.

which will be described briefly is the4develOpment fword
order. Inianglish, both yes/no dncl Wh- questions normally
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require a change from the Standard SV word order either by,

auxiliary inversion -or "do-supPort".. Since both inversion and
"do-Support represent linguisticcomplexity, some researchers

were suprised'todiSCover: that both Li and L2 learners produced-,.

questions with correct word order at a very early stage of de --
velopment.- For example, "what's that?" and "where did-it go?".

are questions- which may .occur qUite early; in LI development.

Longitudinal studies made it. apparent, however that these
sentences were rote -leas d,wholes and did no represent ,the

learner'S ability to inv rt subject 'addlHauxiliaryp(apes,
"
Brown,

1968) - Errors in word o der appeared as soon asllearhers began'

to make questions on their own. In their own "creative" use

of 'language, children'would place the Wh -word at the beginning

of'the, sentence, but then simply leave the question in d6clara-
tive order,

the early stages cf this creative use, in fact', the auxiliary
is often missing.

utat he's doing?' whythe:can't 4o?". In

For word order developmental sequences, unri e Whquestion

word sequences,.-cognitive complexity is less important than

linguistic complexity in determing the pattern. Thus it is
riot really surprising \that the same .deveiopmental'pattern.has

been observed among English L2 learners (Bailey, Madden,
Eisenstein, 1976) . They begin by a few memorized correct form

then begin to use incOrrect:forms when they deviate from,rote-
learned material, They subsequently learn to use inversion,
with yes/no questions becoming, rrect in advance of Wh-questions.

During -this period, L2 learners whose native language forms

questions by inverting-the main.verb-(rather than an auxiliary

or an inserted from like do) may try to use the same rulei-n
English. For example, &tom's (1974), childproduded sentences
such as "like-you me? and why drink we-tea and coffee?"(



The similarity in word order development for questions is
quite striking. With thetexception of full -verb inversion,

P

there appear to important differences between Ll and L2
English questiOn development. 'ince this development is

primarily based on increasing k41-12Liati2 complexity, it seems
predictable that Ll.and L2 similarities would be strong here.

However,. as stated above, the Ll acquisition order of Wh-words

is determined largely by cognitive development and by the child's

exposure based on parerits' choice of questions; one would pre-
,

diet less Ll-L2.similarity in the developmental sequence of
Wh -words.

If it is the case that the order of emergence of Wh-words

Ll speech reflects cognitive,development 'an parental speech,
what can one expect from L2kdevelopment? Clearly' the L2 learner

ven at age 5'or 6 is cognitively,advanced enough to,understand-

the meaning of `the principal Wh-forms. Thus one would not

expect a second language learner to Acquire the Wh-forms in

the same order as the L learner.

In recent research with French L2,1earners (a longitudinal

study of two 6-7 year old anglophone boys learning French by

going to French, schools) Lightbown* (1978) found that the c.

sequence of emergence of question words was very similar to that

observed with much younger English Ll learners even thOugh, in
their native langua4e, the'children used ad responded to the
full range of Wh-questions. Thus, u'estsce ue or quoi and
ca were earliest,acquired andmost frequent, while comment and

quand were acquired much later

Louise Tetreault was the research as
L2 question study;
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However, there was an anomaly in. "this analysis of question

cord forms which :led to a functipnal analysis' of these,questions.

One of the 'children used qui more than any other question.wOrd.

The function 'al analysis revealed that the meaning of thetedUji,

questions was not Who'but.whalt was used-in Uttednce6'
k

such asnqui est cal" when the child wanted to know the name of

something. When- he later learned to ask "qu'est-ce

he stopped using. qui for asking"What's that?" and

it to mean "what did you say ?" when he hadn't under

elSe'l*,'Atterance.

que-c'est2"

began using

tOoatomegne-

Thef full, analysis of question form and function in the

French'L2 speech of these two boys during their fitst year of

exposure to French revealed that, they had developed x several

cOmmunication strdtegies which made it possible for them to
7

ask a wide range of Wh-questions (called Q-word questions.in.

the French L2 study)reven though they used ,only a limited number

o questions,yords. They used O-word substitution, replacing

an unknown word by another, as 'in the examples with qui above

n'4404her example, the two boys were talking about their birth--
ays and-the adult native-speaker of French whd was playing with

them ,asked if they wanted to know when her birthday was. In

asking her, Kenny used oa rather than guard even though wand

had
r

just been used.

vous ne voulez pas savo r
c'est,quand ma fête a moi4i-

est ton fete?

They also used circumlocution, finding .alternatives to

using any Q-word at all. For example,).n another situation-

where Kenny needed to ask a question aboft time, he had S bi



vienS un autr fdis.

oui . .

vendredi
-dimanche to vas'etre icy

In L2 development substitution errors are probably frequent

when learners are outside a rigid classroom context. yelix
(1976) gives ,.a number of examples of 0-word substitution in-

eluding one of an English Ll learning German L2 who, used wo

(German, where) to mean why and when as well asowhere. CireuM-
.

locutions are certainly co o Clearly this,can be explainqd

partly by the fact that, they L speaker' s cognitive maturit

is r in advance f his linguistic skills that he needs

he does hot"14t.khoy the words.:

the,deVelopment of, question function does not

observed in Ll deveJlopment. owever, thazpsults of this
Ana tho study of Grman'1,2 by Fel* (197 reveal at-the

ask questions for whi

order of development of question words'- at least in questi

production - is very similar.*

Beth the Lightbown and Felix studies are based on second

language'development i4 "natural" environments. That is, the
.children-received no formal lesson sin their econdjanguage6

Thus-the order-was not an Corder which they had been taught,

but was_rather one which they had learned. Nevertheles one
-

explanation which may account f
-

or this order in their acquisi-

tion of question words is` the frequency withwhich,the various
wards occur. We must be cautious howeNi4k'-about assuming that

,

frequency alone will explain the order.' In other Ll and.-L2

research it has often been shown that frequency is. overrridden
by other -aspects of the input such as saliency, communicative

value, linguistic complexity, etc.

But see wade (1978b) for some evidence considered c ra-
dietary.



It seems that here as elseWhere in L2 development the

formal aspects of deelopment are predictable and to .a large

extent similar to Ll development. , However, because of,the,

different levels'of cognitive developMent and different com--

munication needs and experiences of L2 learners ,the develop -

ment of langUage functions is different,

h -words in Class room L2 Develo nt

What Sequence of deve opment would we expect from learners
-Ptwno are learning their L2 iii the more strUctured environment of

the classuom? Do we simply assume that they,will learn Ties-

tions'in the order in whiCh they are presented or ane't- e
other factors which will contribute to 'determining the :acquisi-

tion order?' 'Should we expet-to find errors sueh'as those

observed in "natural" L1 and L2aequisition?

A first step in answering these questions is to determine

the order in which Wh-wordS are presented to most Quebec stu-

dents learning Englishja. Lado (Canadian editidn, 1971) does-

notpresent any Wh -qudetiens until Unit 7 (of 20 units) in

of 1 In Unit 7, who, what, where, and how are introduced all

t once, in the same frame: Wh is he?

V: whotishe?

A: he's° M. David

V . what, is he?

A: he's a-lawyer.

V: where i he?

A: in bed.

v: how is he?

A he's sick.*

Lado (1971) p. 54.

Coleman.
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From wha e hi 0 seen of the acquisition of Wh7questions in
,a1 settings, we might predict that such presentation is
-likely-to lead to confusion. SUCliconfusOn is probably

inevitable sinceWhwords have so many,feature in common.

However, this preSentation of the four major WhWords at once
and in the Sam `_linguistic frame' seems to-invite it. ,.This kind
of "problem is,by no means limited to question forms, of course.
It is based on one aspect of. what Richards (1973) refers to as
the "contrastive approach"to language teaching. Thati-is,
when forms which,are very similar are taught in --he'same'leSSon,

there:isNthe advantage of explanation through contrast, but
-problems may be created for the students in diStilTuishin among
forms Which differ from others in one or two distinctive fea7

tures, all other features being shared;

Alexander (Look,

includes "what's your

lesson, then presents

in Book 1: whose and

duced. .What appears

lunch?" and in unit

appear.

When is

in this

"Where" is

Listen & Learn, Canadian Edition, 1972)

(his, her) name ?" in an introductory

tdn Wh-forms in,the.firstnit (of 25)
which. In the fourth Unit who is intro-

in Unit-5 in the sentence-- "what's for

6 Itiwhat's this/that?" and "who's this/that

net 3t.roduced until Unit L ,of Book 2.

intr duced' near the end of Book 2 and-why is never taught
seri * In the last obsrvat,iOn class recorded for the

Grade 6 subjects, tpe lesson involved_- the presentation of the
word when The teacher asked the Meaning of the word and one
student in the babk of the room shouted "pourquoi!" One

had the impregsion that he fertythe need for that word and was
hoping e had found it.--

4

is interesting tonote that in the Lade series, although
many lessons in Books 1 apd 2 are devotedto infOrmation
questions, whz s'not introduced until halfway through,Book 2.



Questions and answers in 'learners' language. As ave
seen, L2 learners in natural settings sometimes use the "wronr--,1

question word, substituting :a word they know for one that
haven'tyet,learned. L2 learners in Classroom settings ask,

few\questionsthat the opportunity for error rarely occurs.

Forjexampleiin 7 sample of 10 hours pf ESL teaching in the
ation class the teacher asked 766 questions,

udents asked.65 quegt ons.. .The evidence that prOduction

ors siRilarto those, made in the natural setting would occur
students, asked. more questions:copes mostly frdm the compre-

hension errors ,in -interpreting:Wh-guestions,.'

,

In preliminary analysis of classroom and intervieWdata, we
have occasionally Seen, cases where learners answered the "wrong"
question. In the classroom and in' informal interviews, however,
the inappropriate answers appear-to be-determined more, by he

/

learner's expectations of what: question might 'easonablY'be

asked rather than specific misinterpretations of Wh-words such
as those observed:in Ll learners.

Hello, Jean.

What's your last name?.

Haw. old are you?.

is at the zoo too?

Hight.. -Wheat is Billy's.- sister
dOing?. Michelle,,

What is she doing?.

0iPest-Ce qu'elle fait?.
What is she doing?.

ffe110..

Leblanc..

Fine,, thank you..

Bi11y & his sister..

0: It's Sally..

20: Uh
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In ComprehenSion,in naturalsettings (including the class
room) we may see little which-can confidently Ve-interpreted as
systematic 0-word substitution. It seers more,

the learner is responding to key content wo]

or to expectations set by the context rath

understood 0-wn-rl. Nevertheless, this will be

Furth' through controlled presentation of

with different Wh-words.

sib:Le-that

he utterance

o a mis-

vestigated

es of quesions

In the analysis bf the classroom `data fro -th,two

of grade 10 students, we have found few cases -where' students.

clearly answered the wrgng'Wh-question. , Out of the 766 questions

asked by the teacher, only 8 were clearly'answered,as if they

included.. another Wh-word. Such a small bumber,'COuld-be accounted

ford« simple inattention althOugh, because the patternis so

clear, our intuition suggests that they do in fast represent
Q-word substitution in comprehension. That is a'thardn ques-,

tion (e.g., how or when) was always answered as if it were an

"easy" questiom (e.g., what or where). And it must be rememb

ered that teachers, like patents, tend to ask only those ques-

tion's which their studen_ (hildren) can answer.

4

In the results from a mar controlled setting, where a

series of Wh-questions were asked about a groUp of pictures,

,there is stronger evidence'for Systematic substitution in inter-
,

Tretation. In a study* with grade 8 ancltrade 11 students of

English L2, the methodology of Tyack and Ingram4s Ll study
4 ,

was adapted for use with pictures in Byrne's (1967) Progressive
4 1

I5tarESEglaniliarl!. The L2 results show clear similarity to

tl results. For example,.students who gave inappropriate answers

to itiyor how questions-were.mostlikely to respond as if the
.

question had been a what or where question. That is, they

Study done by Jeffrey Barlow-and FrancisBonkowski.



appeared to be'answering easier, earlier-learned questions._

This is' shown in a -"confusion matrix" modeled after that of

Tyack & Ingram (1977). See Table 6.

With the cooperation of David In4ram m the Univeristy

of British' Columbia, we have obtained the materials.used in

the Tyack and Ingram Li study of question development and intend

to replicate that study' with some of our ESL subjects in they

C ,,

coming year It predicted that, in spite of different c9gni-
,

tive levels, different experiences, and different communica-'

tionneeds, the deVelopment of the compreheri*ion. ueiXion
forms by L2 learners will be similar to that in Li

development.-

Questions in teachers' speech. preliminaryb Y'

questions asked by the teacher in two Grade 10 classes, we found,

in ten hours of.classroom interaction - five hours from each

class, sampled over a 6-1Week period4(the teacher asked 766

Whquestions.* Of these, 410 (51%). Ire -what questions The

other major' Wh-words represented from 1% (when) to 13% (why)

of the total. These results indicate that students had far

more opportunities to learn-what questions than any other Wh-

questions,: And, as would be expected., there were far more

appropriate responses to,what questions than to other-Wh-questions.

Within the what questions, as would be predicted by Li research,

there was a higher degree ofaccuracy for what is questions

for questions,where what was the subject of tin action verb.

an

A'-triking aspect of the data analysis in this study

the fact that many-questions which do not elicit an appropriate**

response are questions which students_ don't really get a chance

hfJ

-Data tabulated by James Kelly

"Approriately", does not necessarily mean =correctly ". Thus
if the-teacherasked "what was Ron doing?", a response wh0
named me activity would be accept-d aa_appropriate whereas
referen e to a: place or time would

t.61
0-



Table 6

Confusion Matrix Indicatineessponse Patterns to
Wh- Questions by Grade 8 & 11 Students*'
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*Based on adaptation of Tyadk and Ingram (1977
by Francis Bonkowski and Jeffrey Barlow.

study done



to answer,,either, because the to, he answersit herself or

because she immediately repeats or rephrases the

without, -giving the students time to answer. Such rephrasing

-occurr4d-More frequently- with the difficult. Wh-questions than

with what is . That is, without waiting for an answer, the

teacher expected the question to be hard, Therefore, she

rephrased it to make it answerable...The. analysis. of these data

is continuing. -1Ke want to see how teachers perdeive question

complexity. It is generally assumed that the order ofde-

creasing domplexity.which teachers providefis Wh-question,
.

either/or question, yes/no question. But we wish to invest'-
,

gate the order of complexity among Wh- questions as well

The analysis of teachers' questions in the classroom obser-

vations will be continued and will be. extended, with the de-

velopment of the classroom interaction categorization system

to include analysis -of question-answer exchanges in which

teachers attempt to simplify the students' task by altering the

form of their questions.
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"My daughter likes to horseback too":,
Native Speaker Speech to Native and

Non- Native Beakers *.:

During transcription of the first oral interviews

the researchers noticed what appeared to be ,errors, or devi tions

from standard English,_on the part of native English-speakers

(NSs). These were not accountable for in tatis of hesitations

and false starts normally encountered in transcriptions or

observations of NS speech. These deviations, which included lex-

ical simplification (e.g., " "My daughter likes to horseback too."),

topicalization (e.g., "Did you like it - the movie?"), and what

seemed to be conscious avoidance of embedded clauses and perfect

tenses, were tentatively attributed to a desire on the part of

the interviewers to facilitate conversations with non-native

English-speakers (NNSs).

Adjustments in the speech of a NS when in conversation with

a NNS have been characterized as "Foreigner Talk". As. Ferguson

(1975) has pointed out, examination of such Foreigner Talk could

yield important insights into theprocessof simplification of
'4 .

language,, both in L2 acquisition and in studies of'theprocess

of pidginization (Schumann, 1974). In addition,' Foreigner Talk

bears investigation as it may constitute a significant source

of input to L2 learners.

,Several studies of Foreigner Talk, such as Ferguson (1975)

and Vaidmaiv (1976), were based on literary sources oir on, goes-
Ai

tionnaired:In which people were asked to describe h th

* This progress report was prepared by Lise Win The study
is being conducted by Lise Winer and Bruce Ba kman.
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ight change their speech fora variety of NNSs. Although,

this is-ijiteresting from a socio-linguistic point of view, it

does not..prOvide solid observational data on real linguistiC

behavior. The studies by Hatch et al. (1975) on data from

telephone conversations, and by Campbell et al. (1977) on inter-7

views, his been more significant.- -Hatch found that in one

sample? speech resembled NNS speech in: deletion of it and

copulap. absence of tense marking; use of no plus verb negation;=

and absence of plural markers. In speech of other N$70in con-
,.

-versation.with.NNSs, however, trie researchers in ,the Hatch

study did not observe these.Ieatures,j-but did find variety of-

strategies which were used by individuals, in different degrees.

Amdng such 'strategies Were "frequent repetition and restatement

with the use of synonyms, slower delivery, clearer articulation

and a general feeling of empathy for the NNSs... using heavy

stress, using long pauses to allow the NNS to indicate whether

he/she had understood, using confirmation checks such as 'Do

you understand?', and attempting to anticipate and complete

the NNS's utterances (Campbell et el.'" 1977, p. 98)."

Campbell et al..taped conversations between six NSs and

three NNSs, for a total'ef 18 Conversations, arbitrarily of five

minutes duration each, on a topid chosen from a list of pre-
. ":

determined topics. The team reports-that,' unlike Hatch, they

did-not find "systematic or phonological changes in a NS's

speech towards any of the NNSs (1977, p. 100)", nor did they

find instances Of copula or it deletion, missing tense markers,

absence of plurals, etc. Like the Hatch research, however,

Campbell found many instances of Wh-questions being repaired as

yes no questions, as 011 choice questions, and as questions plus

a possible answer. They also obgerved'a number of strategies

in NS subjects paralleling -those of the NS subjects in the

Hatch data.
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Campbell made: several suggestiona to researchers

for avoiding limitations- found in the design:Of their study

These included gathering certain information about the indiV,

duals used in the Study., including NN $ 'th low English pro7

ficiencyi making conditions under which o. servations were made:

more natural. Perhaps most importantly, they emphablte the

fact,that before statements regarding the pattern-of 'modifica

tiCns,- or-the intent thereof, can be made, "It is advisable to

gather data on individual NS S interacting with other_NSs before_

making generalizations about their strategies with NNSs (1977,

P. 101)".

f,
The second set of oral interviews( then, was designed with

two objectives in mind: first, to obtain base-line comparative'

data on student responses from Francophone, Anglophone, and

other non - native. English Speakers,--thiS data :tojoe used,4n

several aspeCts of the total research,project; and second o'

further investigate Foreigner. Talk. Thus,-it was decided to

follow the original plan of the initial oral interviews, i.e.,

pairs of students would be interviewed by one NS interviewer,

using the same set of guideline questions. Interviewers for

tile second set of interviews were three NSs: a female ESL

t.leacheil, a male B. Ed. student, and a female undergraduate stu-

dent, the latter two having had little exper'ience in speaking

with NNSs. They were told the first purpose of the interviews,

bubwere not aware that the researchers were interested in their
own speech. They were told to make the interview as relaxed,

as possible, but to try to get the students to speak, and to

understand what they were saying.

The three interviewers each conducted 20 interviews, with

pairs of'students from French, English, and other first languages.



The resUlting.collection of data transcribed from these-taped

interviews constitutes a good basis for both comparative Stud

and an,, investigation 'of Foreigner Talk.

es

,_
Prelim,inary ObserVation of the data appears to indicate that

. ,.
. ,

.

there ate indeed patterns of Foreigner Tal% apparent in,the. S:,W

interviewers' speech. The nature of this modificatibri is both.

complex and subject to-a great deal of individual variation,

although, as reported in ,other studies some' eatures appear

be common tp all interviewers: slo

verifying questions or Statemnts,

er rate of speech, use 0

to

repair of Wh-questions as yes/

OR choice, or questions with pgssible answers. As the an-

aiysis.ProgresSes, finer distinctions of Foreigner Talk'in

geAeral., the nature of individual variation=, and thei-effeCtr

any, of Aiffetehees in the Li of the NNSs should become more

apparent.



deportsOther in preparation,

Full reports on the following studies Will sub,-

m tted when they,becoMe available. The:language aptitude

study haS not obtained data froth the,obgerVation classes

and the interference study has encountered procedural

difficulties in, the classification of learner errors.

It was felt that it would,be appropr

on these projec =ts-until further re

essed

efer reporting

ion 1_

A study of negative transfer (inter :once errors) is

,in progress, along with the analyses of. otbek t pes of

learner error. A sample:Ct 8 of the Grade 10 ubjects

chosen, primarily because the individuals in question

participate often in class and thus produced fairly sizeable.

Amounts of data Classroom, oral interview and written work

prOvide the sources for the preliniinary study. Tabulations

have been made for each of the eight students, and portions

of interference to other e rors varies ,from-20 to 48 per cent-
,

by individuals and considerable variation has been noticed'by

source as well. These proportions would seem to contradict

both the pbsition that nearly,allerrois ake attributabto

diffLrences betweenn and 1,2 and the position that errors

are due only'to deveropeta1 factors. It has become apparent,

a a. result of the-preliminary work on'errors, thatmany

of the previous studies have used varying and unclearly stated
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criteria for error classification. We are at empting'to :ork-

out proper criteria, following the.guideiines,.set'down by

Telinreich (1953), 14augen (1953, 1956), Mackey (19'16) and

other investigto s for the comparison of languages in con-

wtaat ,and the identification andclassification'of borreWings

and interference.

A language'aptitude test has been piloted and will be

administered in the early part of the school year. Language

,aptitude is another variable which is belieVed to be .asSociated

with some of the variation in second language development.

Teter Green (1974/5, 1975e, 1975b) has developmed a,42 item

language aptitude test which proved a better predietor'Of

success, in learning German for addlesdent children in England.

than either-the MLAT Or the LAB aptitude ;tests;: Green's

test is a Swedish. language lesson without feedback. The

forms of the definite and indefinite article, the present

tense and singular.and plural nouns are presented, and the

examinees must Write new forms by analogy. The final items

require.theconstruction of Swedish sentences and translation

into English. W have translated the test into French and

piloted icon French Canadian adolescents and young adults.

The preliminary results .indicate =that the Green test will be

appropriate_for our subjects, .is 'simple to administer and

has. good face validity.

Another study concerns the short-term effects of

instruction on different age groups'. Some preliminary''

resultsof this study. -are reported in the progress report nn'

variation.



CLASSR IMTE CTION

Classroom Interaction Research

The behaviors of teachers .and students in classrooms have

been observed since at leasethe early. part of the' twentieth

century (Medle and Mittel, 1967). ,The focus of such.Studies

has variouSly b en on the amounts and kinds of student parti-

cipation in classrooms, on -he Characteristics of good teachers,

on the personalities,of teachers, ton the interaCtions,atons,

students, on teaching behaviors and 0,,the interactions .among

teachers and students.

A _number of classification.systems and observation tech-,

niquesf,have been-developed for the,depeription and analysig of,

Olassroom,behaviors, including several dealing primarily with

feedback to 'learners'. Most of the classification Systems ate_

based on a quantitative. description Of verbal and/or non-verbal

events in the classroom and the observers' qualitative judge-

,tints concerning the.intent or purpOse of these events: The

- goal of the, ualitative analyses -has been to determine the

relative effectiveness of different kinds of teacher and stu-

dent behaviors. The quantitative analyses are performed on

the assumption that different,dUrations.and frequencies f

particular behaViors affect the kinds and amounts of:learning.

that-occur.

JarvisA1968 developed 6-framework for observing and

measuring the use of'different'language skills which occur in
the classrobm. He distinguished speech produced in drills



,.from more spontane0Us speech, as weld. as indicating which liari-
vm,

-guage was used in the._ spontaneous speech, the mother tongue,por

the foreign -language,

-
Flanders and his ao-workere (197.0) deveiei ed -A c6Oplex.

eystemHfoi the ofclasizoom inter4 Lion vhichAlas

been used, With or withoilt m !fications, in ma classroom

settings. 'hey 'considered that verbal.behavidr is,parathount

in the learning_process and t at nor- verbal behavior` is less

important. Sevdm categories of teacher talk are distinguished,

including lecturing, praising, giving directions and asking

questions% TWo categories are provided for student talk,'
(

initiating andli-esponding. A tenth category, silence or con

fusion, is used when the observer cannot understand 'what is

happening, Sub-categories are used to show tendencies on the
.

part of, the teacher\to limit student responses or 'to -allow

them 'm mum participation in the classro m interac on.

At i ter ai s _ of approximately three sercond Qbservers

note down in columns the code' number for the categofy which
,predominated during that-interval. Pairs of observations are

obtained by, pairing each ohservation with its im smediate uc-

cessor,:expept fo> thelast,'and with its immediate prede-
-

cessor, except for the first.: The pairs,ar'e'then tallied

the appropriate cells ofla een-by-ten matrix., The'reSul

such tabulatioh cam-i presented as proportions ,of teac

to s_ -na as ratios of

ini ive,

cherlcontrol and stude

Moskowitz (1968; 2971) adapted the Flanders.model of in-

eraction the. language classroom in d-system.she called

FLINT (Foreign Language System of Interatioh)., Her. modifip



tions make it possibleLto ake into account such charicteris-
.

tics as error-correctioreacher criticism of onses
0

students, amounts ofv-choTa response and amounts OfhUmor'.:

If .,the native language of the students is used, .this is indi-

caied'alongside the major category, as is non-verbal behavior.

ragg (1970) used a version the ,Fianders- system for the

analysis of it) FL classrooms. He added-10 additional codes

that talk could be labeled mother tongue or foreign language.

Results from 20- minute samples of the.10 classes showed .ltat

59% of all talk was in the foreign,language, and that student

use of the FL -was.overwhelming in response' to the teat is

init iati On.

del lack et al, (419,66)analyzedtile teaching_ situa

a hierarchically structured "gameu, made up of four ,unity

'game' 'subrgam 'cycle' apd 'move' . Each unit above- the
....

move consists one or more units of t ejlext lost level,-
. .

e.g.'' ' a cy consists of two more mo s Moves are de-
0

fined in e f,their discourse functio s a 1ligher level's

es are dis-

or- subsequent

in terms of

tiriguished:,

beha ior or

their pedagogical purpose'. 'cur.

(1) St-ucturel set the-stage

self- irected-activity, such as r4ading; ,(2)'

Solicit, to set a tas l or, ask a questi despond, to .per-

fore,a task or answer a. qu ii, and, comment_, to comme
.

Fri
on revic tils communicattohs or actions or evaluate perfor-

,

mances.- The.- astern was appi-A to series tapezrecoked
lessons, with moves being 6haracteEized

of mean.j..ng" suCh,as causal and,inform tiVe,

stance 'of"1 GS0 -can he, describecr:

as to "categories

that the sub-'



lair and,-Cou thard (1975) ,examined classroom inter-

-n as parttof alfuntional'approaCh td their.eontinuing

sis.of general dIscoursecstrUcture. They adoPted'a,rank-

wherein units at o e tank or:level are said to

e up_of unitS.from ihe r nk immediately belOwi,,e,g

are made up of acts. 'Four, ranks are,diStinguished

below'the,Pedagogically7defined-rankj.lessoni Transactionl.

EXchange, MOve and Act, each of which is defined according

is purpose in tile overall discourse. New ranks.~

when the--,lowest--V k ds-Te ceived:to have a' structure,.1.e.,

st :of more than

Both Bellack and S nolairdAnd doulthard deSCribe-theo e

tically similar model but Sinclair and Coulthard provide fAr

more sub -sategorii at ap.chgonk,----7e.g., they describe' 2tV i ,\
sU -classes of and point out sdhA of the melationships of

I,---04

o discourse functions, relationshEPs which
'

r .

scope Bellack's s

linguistic unit

fell outside' the

Fanselow

for classroo

Communication

variety,of:

are,identi_

teacher an

th
the

character

nicated,

variety'of

2[<,1),

8,) has also 'developed a complex system

ion; called FOCUS (Foci for Observing

in -Sett ch 'hy been applied- to a

at -ions ides language Classrooms. Five foci

Sources f co unicat ions,4e.g.,

dent;' he pe ogio eves 'used by 131lack;,

!g .linguistic and -non

#A71onsr ) 'ple'uses of he
. .,

,

rid attend aid, Content Ahichis

life,,ptOcedures and subject-Matter. _A
. . #

-categories for the Use and Content foci

nquistic,\ used
mediemore

c

riCh

Su. have

be i describdd.. One£°of tie uses to which the model,. has. been

put. the description -of_different types--"of:feedbaek'd scribed-



in tents of FOCUS, in

fUl" error .treatment..

traippg instrument.

catiOnthat FOCUS b
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a attempt to raise the rate o us ess-

FOCUS has also been used as a teacher.

Fanselow has suggetited (personalcommuni

used, with expanded lists of sub -cater

oriel where. necessary; to study selected aspects of the teach-
.

hichl.apPear interesting, rather than .t9. attempt

tres- entcf-ciasSroo* interaction.

inhtruiiientation

men of didact

his graduate stud nts

akassification system and adequate

tification and exhaustive measurd-
.,

Used' in language classes. e and

have lso,attempted

the effect they have on

1 9 7 4 ; Heed-lung, in'

any teacher and student

anal Univrsi

9 evdluateolanguage lessons 3.; t
j ,1.66

,language learning Arackey, 197741

pr ration, t.jrSinoe there at

behaviors, and since they occur with vrying,durations and'

frequehcies, which may also h ie yarying effects on learnin
-

Mackey develoii-dd the -polychronometer. (1972). This, machine,

which can be operated 'n real-tithe, enables

cord the duration and

behavior at a time. If

ment an=7be obtained for

categoi es'of behavior

arcing with the

classroom behaviors,, su

talk.uSed

set _cif

tcmies

Vag

ency of 10 catego

1.4stfons are

ny nwamber_of

'"15bserver,tor

idattic-

reco ded, these measure -

categorieS or, sub-'11'

ost obvis categoric f language

as: who talks? and what is the

for ?, Mackey f1978) developed an object ively'de

categv4s for.thervdescription, based.on such

as preSentation,and. repetition and action arld speech.,

degrees of,delicsoy an be.adhieved;

lUsiY0 .Cate§ory of.tachlia_tO Su

let as' rephrasing and remodelling b

e-gra ned

eacher 9r-



confirmi g rttspoil

zagy:are ebt4ime

is capable-of-pro

vities, in. guen.tia]
e sequence ii-c-whiah

frequency and dUratiot _total
/

integral lesson. ptofile.

lar degree

Thee poly

Sar

A time line'

pn activities took place-and

r each activity provide an

Using quantit tine measures, evaluation of lepso
, fft

terms of such qualitiesr as varietbecomes Possib in

ty and perforrtiance.

activity Can be mesa

of things that the

profiles,

intensi
fpr- exaMple,'the in ensitiof.learning

cured by'Oetemini g ,thenumber and

e a haAie said or done during*,

..Allwright (1975) vtddied teaeher:treatment4of studtn

errors for whiCh he worked out a' sy -tein wi41 four major error',

categories and 1 ,Sub-categbrieS-. 4ev en basic,coursds of error

tre tment ar1e- distinguished. ', Hi, stucCes of ESL of

show tit. o fus n commonly arose from,

unique -a ent' f particular c rror tYPes.

Chaudron (1977, -

the - correction of

system fob dese;ib ng plassroo

sug4est.i-_ de ibing. erro

error_

stu ssfu

es= nSe from t student

fellow Atuden s in 1 ?Fen

posive relationship4

omplex modertpf discaufbe

n Sinclair. nd Cotilthard's

discpurse-a A w ight's

eatment o Lion ti a,

ne ted correct

from his

on,
ective.treatment. whi h

consi_ d'' repetition with reductiOn, ar rep

ha and sUcceqsful correction, of:

undthe model to be able of
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.

In anotlier.4tudy (1977b), Chaudron studied the prior It4 es

of teachers ith respect to the ofiffrors they corrected

in a Frent: immersion program. He found that subjeA-matter

(content) errors were corrected twice as often as linguistic

er s (morphology andsyntax), except in the French class,
e,

where the corrections were
to

tween form and conten

ties.corresponded 5ux

approximately evenly diVided

found that teachers'. stated prig p,

4 with classroom practice tverall

"success" in error. correction was 39%.

Zahorik 1 70)

commonly used types

mine the classes of

ficl?,rced- or motives
4'

answers' were ,±c

answers The

studied' student judgements concerting
--

of classroom feedback. He, wanted to-;de er-
.

feedback to student resPonses,whith

he ents and which ones exiA ed why

icated how-toModify into rett

eived that most typee- per
gave -information on

forcement, that only two

additIonal informat ibn."

studied

tinguis

gra d

In a

and Orvided af

types-provided expl at
lisequent study, Zahorik31.1

relation ot feedbaklitype to lesson ase
,

by primary topiq and purpose, in third

classes. =He' found that.th feedback typ-s us

the fiddle and in the close_ of a phase we

praiSe. Topic changes werd often signalled b

of =praise and appoving repetition.

A
Cdt_cart and Olsen, (19

response

rooms They

7,examined student and teacher

d b in

on nd

bination

questionnaire-On feedbatk.in kT7aage bias

that students wanted feedback to be,exp.litit
r

and to-receive,f edbaok all:the,time, while teachers-. efer-

reV iktipiToi Or and' to avoid correctionkof
. 4

urin tonversation.



Data Collection

7

Audio rebordings weremade at weekly intervals,

October to edomber 1977 and every two*eeks since Janua,
1978 of the three G-ade 6 Oatees4IFTheGra4041 classqs meet

fOr ritinute sessions 4 times. A week. :Recordings have been ,:
'made/ nce in eachcf7-day;tbaching cycle for the twoAxplie-A8

and two Grade 10..classes, which mee4r t(-minute sessi ns

5 times during the cycle. This means-that,the classrooin

interaction t-peas rePresent 15-20% of the students

classroom 't
r

,Because the study is,essentiaily observationaS in design,
, _- -

teachers. and students have been encouraged to behave

as possible-- as.ig the researchers were not there... .,This can

be the case, of course',' and-the diffid4 of

ar

never -fu

obsery ng truly natliral,blhayiorhas. been well doCumented

Kent & FosiOrr1971.,). Neverthelessi.the frequency

of the observations and the fact that they-havecontin4ed over

so many Mol-ths have leg to5the greatest possiblenaturalness.

The use of audio rather than video reco din 66 has meant t

ome ,information about non-verbal behaviof i necessarily, lost.

However, the urlobtrusiveness of the audio recording equirnient

een 1

itudebts

has and hag made it eas' r for teachers

o forget that classes are being orded.

.,-

researchers are present during each classto6Wrecord-

!sesSion. With the_aid of a sea ng chart, they write'' down

e entification number of.each tud. fit in, the sequence in

she parti ipates in the classroom interact1004-

Key, wore-worofstuden speech# an as much relevant teacher

udent onl-verba vlor,as os igle are mlsbricot d. The



key words and fiLudAt numbers make it possible in thei

sequent transcription of the data to identify each stuaent-

Spe kcr and thus to have a record- of individual as well as

group performance in the classroom.

The tra ript on conventions" permit _identification' of

sources of lanlanguage at langua-ge-related behavior, reco

of.riOnglfAlAing, and sustairid intonation contour e, and un-

usual stless patterns. Because,weare primarily concern with

is and pragRatig levels of language, the transcriptions

are dpv ing standard orthography rather tha",

ilA4eve anemic represenbtationa are -uSet when an

etiO scri

terance

C.interPrtbl 4P.r when a mspronuncidtian causes

cb iuni cation. A copy of the transcrip

appended ,(ApPendix,

,-Approxiadly 70 hours of classroom data (from-the-seven

classes ctimbined have,.been repo d Osing!Sennheiser and 'AIWA,

equiPmOlt _se tapes

verified.

bpen.,uljy transcribed- and

t
Previous' rese,a eh On classroom interaction shows that "all-

,

categories `are arbitrary'andTnot all of them are mutually ex.4

elusive" (Macke --19187-p. 111.'-The-set-a-categorles_

type Chf intera on system -chose Nth ,dePehdent on wh

tHe Avestigato expect to find turns out to be
z

irgpor.tant as the data are ex ed. e Sinclait'and

Coult4ard's' model attemp o relate ,lingostig structure ,to,

dise ursastxucturelt th rank, of act, -it.aipears that `their
1prole ore rnena l to empirical xierLqcation an
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some'of he other models. They have also described many catel

gories of classroom didcourse which are of obvious relevance,to

our study e We have adopted their theoretical model, and have

gone through Selected port of the transcripts, adding cate-

gories and sub-categories where the data warrant their creation.

One of our pat icular areas of in erest,is to discover what

language cladkpomAnteractions lead the learners to ndft-didac-

tic languagel,use, sincetheir ability 'to rise English unde" such

circumstancesis one of the best, indicators of their lariguage'

development. Feedback is another area of particular interest,

since overt knowledge of: what is correct and incorrect in their
-*

speebh is one of the best ways,to improve incomplete-mastery.

of the lan qe .

Fan

ave drawn our-
b_hav4s which,:We ha

US,a;ld,MaCkey's,system fo desaiin

tention to a num er.of categories :o

Use of the poly_

but the,nuMber of passes Thai

incorporated in our'ClIteraction

onometer wci.id provide invaluable in

ybuld'be

desired.le is of sub-categoriza

as does the easibi
a

accuwith re

of rel

and computer

y of. processing

Bel ore's

o pro

neceal-ary-to, obtain
;

Paths to b b- determined,

arge amounts of data

1975) use of a$heckl

the

T--

Our Primary -nterest in

language and language-relat

learhers. Abat g how,

e to

circumstances Ian
,

tlier4 is surpritirigl
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assumption of the study exposure to L2 under different

conditions and amounts results. in learner perfozrmances of d

ferent The" necessity to consider' qualitative measu

of language use (such as distingdishing student responses

,pattern drills from heir. spontaneous speech), as well as

quantitative measures, have guided our thinking-concerning

classroom inter-At-0:bn schemes.

The transcripts. of the.-classroom-recordings,proVide the

following types of information:'(1)_the language events them-

selves, including' some langUage-related behavior, such as ges-

tures; (2) the source of these events, such as the teacher, the

learners, into m,' tapei.texts, workboks, .Amounts and

proportions 0 nguagefrom the various sources can be cal-

dulated, easily from the transcripts.

nformation concerning

guage occurs i

analysisa-thi

the classroo

rcumstances.under.which Ian-
.

tan only be obtained through

r levels 'of .ab

transcribed-language and langua

inel4table hat 4

traction than those of -tie

e-related behaNhor. It is ,

ny set of functional categories: for the strut-

ture of classroom discOurse must come to grips with the basic'

probleMOrthe meanings

the current state kn

i on and eption o

a: froin'cat gorier which

events. which occur.there. 'Given%

ge co cerning

ar4ngs, it se

require kno!1

e nature, trans.-

d advisable to steer

f the intentions

the interaction,

whiCh have -

Perceptio4A of the participants involved

to rely much as,podeible on tego

events themelves%



theoretical considerati

form of model is in order

h have led up to the present

First, we ,wanted the categories not to be _defined by source,

as they are in4ost systems. Source information is available

from the transcripts, and the- data indicate that the same

course functions 'are realized by both teachers and learners,'

e.g. -learners .correct themselves and each. other a- 0 tea-

cher :self-corrects as well as correotingL-.student errs

source is not used in defining AtegorieS',,,the number poten-
k

ti l categories is reduced considerably c,with in loss ;of

information.

Second,

that human. be

reasonable sp

gbries could

sse of da acl

cat gory; we wanted

Seg ent analysis could be as specific as 'incorrect treatment

of form at the right spot of the rejectedincorrect:
xi as general as "feedback" . Mackey' s sysem ills
icularly well the notion of hierarchicaLly 'atranged

h number of categories had -to be smll h so
s could all the utterances of the data with

v .1/24i ,f - ,
On ,the other hand, the cate-

oat" y defined as to<prileventtneaningful
:being retr eyed by "the jades. With, ,in. each 's.

a hierarchy of generality, such that subs

error

ance"

Crates par

categorTes,

TY4a-d, we wanted to account, ,utterancesall the in the

data. Naturally, catchall and/ decide" categories haVe
% . 4

o\ be available, although we hope they will bei used infrequent-

ding of th-d -da-ta -A1-1---be:dorie from___tapei and i*anscripts

rathe an during classroom observation, so it should be

ossible to `code -every utteralice` in the transcripts. umin e
pretable{} 4tterances are coded as



A fcur.th consideration wiS, to create categories wh

fining characteristics are, to the greatesf extent possible,

unique. This is an cAVious'requirement if scientific methodis
c,4

to be observed,. but it has not always'been observed in much of

the classroom interaction literatUre, where categories are often

not defined

developed a

approach, h

of .81 for

at all Cr are-defined by',a single.eXample We have

certain tolerance for this, apparently cavalier

wever, after obtaining an inter- ,offer reliability

ancea of one c

high-level dis

t An the names

re ability stil

been :defined

Mai trials. o

,raters who: separately oaed-2

our transcrApts-u ing a codi

ourse categorieskhich had nodgefiniti

successive-utter -successive

Scheme withseven
. -

other

the' pate_ rt
Subsequent'inter-ra

es run.a

gave results.

utteranc

.

e 'Provisional categor 'had

'IroM to 487 i is ix' two

ial

k

uitent model-forXathd-
-_

;axes.. They are, in increasing orde

theraw data,: (1): Source; anguage Ev

Lang4age -Related Behavior;

-,(a (4).^Mid -Level piscours

Disc ursg unction

. Axi1 1 pnova, d answers

nguag.-

-'adtioh.Y

abstrac-

and.

Immed- Discourse Function

Func' mOVe); andei4) High

d'in broad ppdago4ica1 terms

earlier question: by.whoM

is 2 provides4informati n

had andkloW,muc t language thereEis 'Axes 3, 4

ky,th di. tour and ppd cai conditions uncle

aka4uage occurs jSee'Figu

in th b. daVa is characteri _by a code re-
:,

ore categoric s fr am each ot't x . 'Axes
.

require -,nor furthek explanation; On Ax"

Function, there-are e fable
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linguistic or paralinguistic*exponents in the tranacripts. i me

of these immediate functions'are gesture,, repeat, ask, answer

and restate. On Axis 4/ Mid-Level.DiOdourse Function, the. ex-

podents are less obvious and overlap at feast partially.utith

various immediate-functions. Accept, rejedt,. verify, direct,

and prompt are examples oftheSe mid -level functions, so named

because of their intermediate degree of abstraction from the'

language data. Acceptance, for instance, may b& marked by a

repetition, a restatement,-'orAeSture. Axis High-Level

Discourse Function, contains the following categories, in ,

possibly hierarchical order; Non-Didactic Languag Manage-

ment, presentation and Explanation, Feedback, P ctice and

Testing. Definitions have been worked out for m_st of the:_

,categories. An example of how the scheme works is provided

from the following passage:

T: Your parents gonna'cOme Stephane.?

Si: No not. (S2 speaks simultaneOUsly with Si,
trying to steal his turn)

52: My father come..

Si: 1 don't say anything to them.

52: My fathers come..

Si: 1 don't say- anything to theme.

The teacher's. utterance was cued by an outside source, and the

students are engaging in natural useof L2..

Using the provisional scheme, the utterance, "YoUr parents'

gonna come,, Stephane.?"can be-characterizpd as follows:

1.1.(Teacher); 2,1 (L2, plus'speak, -minor sentence, .question,

correct, frOmother Categories along Axis 2); 3.6 (Ask);

4.4 (Verify, by seeking information) i (Non-Didactic Lan-

giaage Use, cued by the intercom announcement).
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A model of language treatment for L2
.

based in part -en work by Long and Chaudron,

learning,

1 ss to

source,4has been dev loped in some detail for the feed Ok

category (see Figure 6). Since treatment o ate ofEehkin-

volves resvonse to linguistic form and se d at
i

furictio is siirturtanepusly, it is~ necessary to is s each utltr-
-,

ance twice; once,on each side of' the tre It isAlso'somet*es

necessary to consider preceding and /or s bsequent atterancop

order to decide which path to take thro gh the tree. An.extract

from the data provides an illustkation

used to .characterize language treatmen

T: Six.. What did Ron's parent do when they
'found Out their son was los

S14: Ron's parents went the state `police of the
headquarters., about two miles from. the ikaem
command) post..

T: Right.. They went to the co-_ and.post..

S14's answer is semantically and tuationallycorrect, as

evidenced by the teacher's utterance, "Right"; 4The linguistic'
* 4

form, however,' is incorrect and -s corrected at the error point,

with a correct linguistic form 6ing produced by the teacher.

All other paths through the tre have been fou*d in the data,
4

and so far, no others.
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Chapter 3

TEXT ANALYSIS

As Mackey..points out (1965), all language teaching ma-:

ter als consist of a Selection of vocabulary and grammatical

qpatterns of the language being taught, their Presentation in

.spe fig semantic and situational contexts; Gradation (the

ord6 of- presentation) and Repetition (the frequency and dis-'

ttib tion of the linguistic items in and across their various

pres ntations). For the subjects in our study, the primary.

sour +e of exposure to English is through the mini- languages of

thei± ciaSaroom texts. For the secondary sch9ol students, the

text_ oks are the Lado En lish Series, and for the Grade 6'1

students, Look L :n and Learn.

le the number. of vocabulary items arid g_ammatical struc-

ture_ in each of these. texts is quite restricted, exact deg-

criptions of their selection's, presentations, giadations and

repetiqions cannot be ob ined without computer - assisted analysis.
'!P

Lafarge (1972), using comer programs developed by Mepham

(1973), documented the-fact that four widely -used French text-

book series divergewidely from their-authors' stated principles

of vocabulary selection. Sciarone and Van Maris (1972, 1971)

have shown the same

items introduced

correlated with the

thing as Laforg For instance, vocabulary

dialogs do not ecur in exercises which are

dialogs and which are designed to teach

the itns introduced in the dialogs. 1.t seems certain that

such omissions are unintentional. Nonetheless, these results,



pointl'up the necessity for computer-assisted analy-is of tex_

if exa6t'kno ledge Of their contents is be-obt ed.

Belmore (1975) has developed - programs which have been used

to edit, update and analyze five sets-of teaching materigls and

these programs have,been made available to us. The editing

programs insure that the data conform 'to the investigator' s

expectatiOns. 'he analysis is based on the intended use of the

materials. Belmore found that even very elaborate classifica-

tions of materials, such as Mackey's were impossible to apply

in practice,- except for the very simplest types of drills.

Instead, she. coded each drill for the presence or absence bf
, .

aosetpf features of -to the. investigator for a parti-

cular purpope:. For-example, it is Possible to obtain a list

of' words which occur in so general a drill category gs thOse

which have an oral stimulus. for Which,the response is also oral.

Lists which meet longer lists of specIficationd can alsO. be

obtained. Frequency lists are calculated separately for dif-

ferent .classes of words., since the claSs of ,words which occurs

only as distract-Ors in a multiple choice test should not be

considered equivalent to the class of words -which occurs in

fixed Phrases or as ordinary constituents in sentences. A wide

variety of frequency and distribution patterns can thus be

obtained.

Some of the features used to characterize each unit are

the number of stimuli (visual, oral, both, etc. ); the features

whidh condition the response (grammatical manipulation, se-

mantic, situational, etc.'); whether more than one answer is

possible; whether the response are intended to be individual,

chbral, small group, or a combination; whe'ther the-expected

behavior is totally specified; whether the exercise is gram-



matically, semantically or situationally homogeneous; whether

the respOnse is a specific manipulation of the stimulus or
. A

requires the.learr r to supply hiii.own construction.

ur' original _intention was to use Bel re s:programs to

ye the entire sets of materials,the students were exposed

_tiring the course of -their English. instruction. This is not

teasible, because not all students have had Look LiStdh_and

Learn-at the elementary level, and the sets Of-materials they

usdd are in part unknown. Even if all sets of materials were

known, the time involved in data entry of several textbook

series is too long for the return in information that CoUld be

expected, if sa only one or two studentS had been exposed to

a textbook series consisting of 80,000 running words.

Further, exact kndwledge of the contents of the textbook

materials and their intended use does not mean that we, would

have exact- knowledge-of their implementation with the groups'

of students under study. it -therefore Seems a_More reasonable

task to analyze the intended implementation of only .those- les-

sons JAI the series that were being taught during the recording

sessions, so that comparisons between the,authors' intended

use_and their actual use by our teachers can be drawn. Manual'

examination of the other lessons in the texts will give us a

reasonably good idea- of what they have been exposed to.

Belmores prograMs- have turned out not to. be usable as

wr.tten, because\of incompatibilities between computer systems.

Attempts are currently under way to determine whether relative

ly minor modifications will make, it possible to use them on the

-Concordia. system or whetter they will have to be re-written or

translated into another progkamming,language. Consultations wth

Belmore will take place in late August, in the event that the

current problems have not been-resolved.

103
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Chapter 4

RELATIONSHIPS AMONG LEARNERS' LANGUAGE, CLASSROOM
INTERACTION AND TEACHING MATERIALS

_ __ _ _
g

1

In this documenewe have presented progress ,reports on
.

components of a longitudinal study of the: relationships between

what is taught and what is learned in the ESL classes oat franco7

phone students inQuebec public schools. The young people who

are the subjects of this study are learning English; -and they

appear to be learning it principally through exposure to the

language in their ESL classes. The-long range goal of this

projdct-is to discover and to describe, in considerable detail,

how what is. happening ih their classes and what they are learn=

-ing, are related.

In working toward this goal; we have.begun by describing

certain aspects of the learnerS' language development through

their Observable behaviors in classroom interaction and other

types of data, described in Chapter 2. In addition, we -have

begun to ana:oze the telching materials used in the observation

classes.

detailed longitudinal analysis of learners' language

makes it possible to. determine when and under what conditions'

certain linguistic and communicative skills} enter the students'

repertoire and how these skills develop during the period of

formal ESL indtruction7inschool. The classroom interaction

study traces these same linguistic and communicative skills in

the learners'ESL.classes. Thetext analysis will complement

the classroom interaction analysis and give a more complete
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picture of the. dpportunities students have for learning certain

linguistic and.comMuniCative skills within a formal Instructional
setting.

The use of the computer will enable us to integrate the

learners' l4nguage, Classroom interaction, and text analysis
aspects of the study. For example, specific structures. traced:.in

learners' language study can be compared to the stUdefAs.'

classroom expoSure to the same structures, using the CategorZza-

tionstem described in Chapter 2, to determine the conditions

under which students were_exposed to these structures. It will

then be possible to .determine what kinds of classi9om activities

are most lik*ely to change linguistic behavior. -One of our pre-
.

hypotheses is that language structures used.inHOhat we

have called "non-didactic" activities will' be learned earlier

than others extesively'practiced in more formal instructional

contexts._

The plans for the second year of the study include. the

,Continuation of data collection (with an emphasis on testing

specific hypetheses..regarding ).earners' language knowledge and

langUage use); and, (2) the expansion of data analysis to cover

much lax er samples of the data than'could be treated during

the first year while the\focus has been on the development of

tmethodology, the collection of a substantial data base, and the

intensive analysis of sampled of- the data.

The Oxpansiondf the data analysis will be made ponsible

by the use of the computer. Computer programs halle been written

for data entry of tests, classro_ tr nscripts and interviews.

Verification and reformatting pro rams have also been written

and forward and reverse alphabetic order concordance programs



of al -1 words it the entire collec ion or any desired subset of

the, data are being tested. Programs for courting and various

merges aA sortirgs of the, data have been run on test data
The massive entry pf data will begin in September' 1978

and continue throughout the year.

'fle'exparislan- of data analysti will permit us to achieve
a

.

the first two goals of this projeCt: (1)t6 obtAin longitudinal

information on the ESL development of a large group of franc°-,

.phone learners' and (2) *O. describe classroom -interaction in

detail. Th- achievement of these goals will permit us to move

toward the -11i4:1 goal,Which-JS the didcovery 'and 'description of.

the relationships Among learners' language,. classroom interac-
.

. .

tion, and teaching materials .4 The achievement of the third

goal will make it possible for us to make recommendations re-

garding the improvement Of ESL, instruction in Quebec and else-
where.

plans for DisseTi.n2.t1222fJI2ILILMITEI

We have already begun to participate in professional meetings

and colloquoia, sharing with colleagues the preliminary findings

as well as the difficulties encountered in a project of this

magnitude.

In addition to making presentations at conferences for both
researchers (e.g., the Los Angeled Second ,Language Acquisition

Research Forum) and teachers (e.g., SPEAQ) we are able to use
the data and the findings from this study in the training of
new teachers with little'classroom experience. Furthermore, the
graduate students in the TESL/Centre are professional educators,
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many of whom have positions which permit them to influorice En

programs in Quebec. Through -them, it is possible to foresee'

the application of recommendations and insights evolving from

this study.
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RESULTS OF THE LANGUAGE USE. QUESTIONNAIRE

Patsy Lig tbown & Marlene Tash*

on

The purpose of the questionnaire was to describe the (Subjects

for our ESL Teaching and Learning PrOject. In additicin to obtain-

ing information about each student's contact with English, we wished =.

to confirm our belief, based on discussions with teachers and admin -

istrators that the students formed an essentially homogeneous popu-

lation of francophones whose principal exposUre t' Eht ish was in

their ESL classes.: Further, we wanted to lore_ students' attitu

toward English, their English classes, and their Perception of their

present ability to use English and their need to speak the, language

when they finished school.

Pilot Ad-'n istra ion

In order to determine that the questions were clear and would

iscriminat among students, the,questionnaire was piloted opt :,two'

groups of students at the same level. as the'secondary students -in

the longitudinal study: a secondaryJI class (32 students) and a

secondary IV class (31 students) in a private secondary school in

We thank Shin pians and 'Lilt Ullman for 'their participation in
designing the =cipestionnaire and Fank -Bonkowski for his hap
in piloting it We also thank Bob : Wallace for tabulating the
detailed results of Questions 14 and 16.
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the Montreal area; The results were similar to those we eventually

obtained using the final version of the questionnaire with-the sub-

jects of the longitudinal research: almost all the studerits were

francophone, andtheir principal exposure to English was through

school and. television

In general,, students had no difficulty answering the questions,

, and only two questions (Numbers 8 and 9) were changed in the final,

version of the questionnaire.. Question 8 ("Penses-tu qu'il te faudra

parler anglais au travail quand tu auras fini tes etudes?") Was

changed because it failed .to discrimblnate among the students. Out

f 63 respondents in the pilot group, only 4 (6%), answered "non".

All the others said'that they would need English at work - a response

we did not expect. In order to obtain more information about the

students' expectations regarding their futqre use of English, we

changed the question so that, instead of requiring only a "oui" or

"non" answer, it read:

8. PenseS-tu qu'il te faudra parler anglais au travail
quand tu auras fini tes etudeS?

oui non

Si oui, penses-tu que tu parleras l'anglais

2111! que 1p frangais
Mains que le fraligais
autant que le frangais

4



The wording of Question wa

A2

anged because the pilot group
appeared o have some difficulty in choosing an

thg pilot questionnaire it had been:

t-ce que ton pare o_
travail?
out- (les deux
non (les deux)

The final version'read:

ta

prcpria te response.

doi-vent p rier ariglais au

rna mare seulernent
nion . pare seulement

9. Est-ce que ton pare ou ta mare c363,:vpmt
travail?
oui, mon pare et ma 'mare
non, ni mon Ore ni rna mire

pars er anglais au

, rna mire seulernent
oui, rnor pare seulehtent

The final- version Of the questionnaire had 17 questions. (see the
Appendix It was administered to the ntire 'surject population-

. three grade 6 classes (6A, 619 an GC) and __foia seayndary ala.sses
(two at the secondary 11 level-- 22;C) 22-10, and to at the
secondary IV level - 42-05 and, 43-01). The students' classroom
teachers administered the questionnaire after first e,cplaining that
Students' answers would have nothing to do with their -teachers eval
uation of them, or their mark for the course.. Two Interiters of he
research team were present when the secondary studeitts filled out the
forms, .but not when the elementary students.did. Teachers were

structed to answer individual questions at students ' desks order
to avoid influencing responses of other students, 'he total number
of students in each class is-shown in gable L.

12a



Table 1

A4

Class -ter of
Students

6A '26

65 24

6C 23

Fatal
Elementary .

22-09 25

22-10 32

42-05 28

43-01 26

Total_
second4y ......... 111

.----
Grand
Total .... . .. . .... . .. 184

Result e

''hey results of the questionnaire are presented in Table 2.

'There was little difference between the elementary and the second:

students' responses to Questions 1-5, i.e. those questions which

related to parents' mother tongue and the language spoken at home.

over 90% of the students had native French-speaking parents, and,

poke Freme_ to their parents And siblings. -There was similarly

difference in the respd es to Question 6. None of the

secondary students and only 6-of the elementary students had ever

studied. im an English school.
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response to-Question 7, most students (70%) felt that the

-amount of time Spent in English classes was just right. Very few
.

'.

(about 5%) felt that too much time was spent in English class, and

a quarter o,f therstudents said that they had too few hours of English..

,

It is'apparent from Question 8 that most of these francophone

- students, -like those in the pilgt groupi'expect to gave to speak

English at work when they finish their studies. Of the 162 tud.ents

who anpweredyes to.this question, about half ( 5). felt they would

_\
need to speak it as much as their mother tongue* Most of the others

(69.students) said they thought they would have to speak it less

than French, and only-8 students (7 elementary and 1 secondary)

thought they would-ineed to speak ErIglish more(than rench. On this

question, there was,a noticeable. difference between thwelementarY

and secondary students: 3% Of the former and 15%, of the latter did

not expect to use English at work. Interestingly, individual stu,-

dents' responses-to this question did not necessarily cOrlt-elate with
=

their perceptiOn of their parents' need ttP use English at work

(Question 9). There was cofibiderable variation among the different

classeS here, with the elementay 'Classes' responseaF varying-ft--

69-82%e and the secondary ones from 46=77%.

Students in the elementary classes responded affirmatively to

question 10 more often than those in thel-b*dcOhdatii classes (573

Note that in one elementaryclass (6C) three quarters of the
ichildren expect to need to peak English as much as French. This

is particularly striking because this class is identified in the
school's streaming system as the weakest of the classes.
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compared to 38 %), Implying that they may have greater exposure to

Engligh overall. At both levels, the great majority of students

said that they expected to be able, to speak English some day.

(Question 11).

Questions 12 and 13asked students to rate themselves in corn-.

parison to others.in their class wAh regard to their ability to

speak and under9tand English. More. elementary than sedondary stu-

dents were willing to say they were better than- their fellow- students

(about 30% compared to about 17%) although-in both cases the largest

number Of response S was in the middle, i.e. students rated them-

.

selves no better and no worse than fellow-students.

Television seemed to be a great source of exposure to English,

with over 80% of the students in both elementary ank secondary being

able to name 3 English - language progiams that they liked tb watch

(Question 14). There was some difference among the clasSes on thi

question,' h6wever, jh two of the .grade -6 classes-95% of the students

-named-3- programs. In two of, the secondary classes. (22-10-and42-05)

only 64% pf.the students name4-three Engl.ish programs.

The. programs whiph were nbited as the favorites differed only

slightly for the three. age groups j($eleYTable 3) .
0
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Table '3

English,Televisioh Programs Mentioned
Most

ade

l The Price is Right 1.

2. Donny & Marie 2.

3. Bicic Woman

4. Six Million Dollar 4.
Man

5. Pink Panther 5.

6. Wonder Woman 6.

Sec bdary II

The Price is Right 1.

gib Minion Dellat
Man

Donny Marie

. Happy Days:

gionic Woman

Emergency

Mentioned with equal 'frequency
k

AS

Secondary_ IV

The price is Right

Happy Days

Charlie's Angels

Six Million Dollar
Man

Donny & Marie

Emergency/S.W.A.T.,;

In addition to these programs, each of which wag mentioned y

10-60% of the studenti in each class, there-were more than 50 other

programs named by twO or three students. The program mentioned most

frequently in every class- was The Price is Right which-was mentioned

by 36% of the. students.
, fi

-Th re were greater age differences apla g the groups in their

response to Question 16'. The older students named more singers and

and groups than the younger ones and the preferences were different.

Those most frequently named are shown in. Table 4. In addition to

thOse which were mentioned by approximately 10-50% of the students

in every class within the-group, there were over 75.mentioned by.

129
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Table 4

English :Singeis and Groups Mentioned
Most freqUently (In order of Frequency)

Grade 6 Secondary

Elvis 1. Elvis

2. Donny & Marie 2. Beatles

Beatles Pink Floyd

Sonny & Cher 4. .Tina-CharleS

--Mentioned with equal .frequency

Secondary

1. Supertramp

2. Emerson, Lake,
& Palmer

Pink-Floyd;
Genesis;

Styx

at least, one secondary student.,, Of those not included An Table

for the grade 6 students, there were 23 mentioned .by.at least one

student.

Question 5 (Quell sont lestrois derniers films.que to -as

vus au cindma? ) was discarded inAhe analysis because it failed,t

elicit unambiguous responses. The:question was, intended to reveal

whether the students attended English films. However, rather than

pe ifically request a list of English-language filMs, the question.

Was open-ended. In some cases, we could not be certain whether a

particular film had been seen in its English or French version. Most

of the films mentioned were'given French titles, but since English
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was not specified we could not conclude that tale students never

chose English films.

There was significant differencebetween elementary and

secondary studentS when they named their 3 faVorite coursep at school

this year: 18% of the elementary students included English, com-

pared to only 46% f'f'the secondary students --(Question-11).

Indies of Exposure and Expectation

-As indicated in the- Introduction, there were.twv groups

of questions: first, those which probed students' exposure t

English outside, the classroom (Questions 1 -6, 10, 14); second, those

which probed the students' attitudes toward English and English class

and their perception of their present and future success in lea n-

ng English (Questions 7-9, 11-13, 111. A weighting scheme was de-

veloped,
K

assigning a number of points to'\the possible .responses to

each question (See Table 5). The number of points (positive or

negative) was based On an intuitive judgement of the extent,to which

the response was considered important as a reflection of a student's

.exposure to English on the one hand, or his attitudes and expecta-

tions on'the other. Thus, for example, the fact that a student

claimed to speak Englishregularly with a. parent (Questions 1 and 3).

is considered an indiCation of greater exposure than the fact tha-

the parent's native language is English (Questions 2 and 4).



Question Number

1,3,5.

2,4

6 oui

10 oui (either
1 -)

14 3 programs n

Table 5

WEIGHTING SCHEME FOR INDICES

EXPO SURE INDEX

Response. Number Points

anglais + 2 each..

anglais + 1 each

+ 2

1

+ 1

Maximum: 12'Roints

Question Number

ATTITUDE AND EXPECTATION INDEX

11ATI!!

trop peu nombreuses

autant que or plus gun

Number Points

+ 1

+ k
.9 any "oui" + 1
11, "non" 7 1

12,13 aussi bien ,+ 1
mieux
mains bien

+ 2

17 EP (anglais un wars
pr6f6r6) + 1

Maximum: 8 pints

'Aii.
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When a weight had been asSigned to each question -NI' each

student, they' were totalled to give each student an Exposure Index

-Score and an Attitude and Expectation Index Score. Indi4.idual scores

on these indices will eventually be compared to students'English

performance in .the ESL classroom and in language use tasksadminis

tered as part of the ongoing research. *In-Table 6 the rangeand

the average score for each Lass are

1

On the Exposure Index,there was considerable range of in-

shown.

diVidual differences both within and across groups, In terms of this

index, one class (6B) appeared to haveconsiderably greater exposure

to Ehglish than the other classes.

The Exposure Index :clearly distinguished the ilingUal students

from the non-bilingualS as we' l as those who had'extensive contact

with the language-from thOse who had little. Findings from the

ExpcTure Index combined with the results reported in:Table .2 suggest

that for most students,, contact with English outside the ESL clasS-

room'is limited to television programs-and. popular:music. This is

currently being probed n small group interviews with the students..

The secondary students appeared on the average less positive

and expectations with only onetoward English in their attitude

class (43-01) having an average score as high as that of the overall

average; for the elementary students. The .tinge of individual scores,

however, is identical for the claps withthe'most favorable Expec

tation Index score (6B) and the least favorable score (42-'0).



Class

6A

6B

6C

GROUP SCORES ON EX SURE
AND

ATTITUDE EXPECTATIO' INDICES

xcur Index

4

7

(9)

0

Average

1.38

2.55a
(3.13)

1.74

Attitude &
pipedtation Index

Range

H

7

8a
(8) . 2)

7 - 2

A13

Average

3.15

4..20a
(4.67),

/w7,4

EleMentary
Average 1 i,89 3.70

2

3.22

2.86

3.68a
.77)

Secondary
Average 1.18 3.27

-Overall
Average 48. 3.45

a
These figures do not include the bilingual, studenta (4 in 6B;
1 in 43-01). The bracketed figures are the- results when these
children are included.



Nom:

Degr6: (secondaire....

A14

QUESTIONNAIRE.

tu demeures:

Nom de ton professeur

Pour les numeros 1 a 13, demande d'eneercler -a0ponne
reponse (exemple a).

Si la r6Ponse que tu veux donner nest pas inscrit ecris-la
sur la iigne (exemple b)

Lorsqu'une question nd to concerne fail un X sur la ligne
(exemple c).

Voidi les exempl s:

a. Quelle est ton equipe de hockey prefe 6e?

Canadien les' Maple e' Leafs

b. Quelle est la couleur tes dheveux?

bruns blonds

Quellesor d'auto Possedes-tu?

eUropeenhe'- canadienne

1. Quelle langue parles-tu d'habitude avec.ta

franais anglais

2. Quelfe est la langue maternelle de to mere?

frangais anglais

Quelle langue parles-tu .d'habitudeavec ton pare?.

francais anglais

Quelle est la langue maternelle de ton pare?

francais anglais

QUelle langue parles-tu d'habitude avec tes,

ca_v anglais



6. .As -tu dtijL 'tudi.(75 dans une

.oui

P nses.-tq. q e
-sant

-non

an laise?

eures qu_ to passes au-cours d'anglai.s

,X15

trap nombrous s trap peu n breuses exa e ent e qu'il Taut

Penses-tu qu to faudra parler anglais au
zurag'fini testudes?

OUi non

i oui, penses-tu 'que-tu parier
stir -qua le ftanOis?

mains guele francais?

' a,utant que ie frAncais ?

Estce que to pare au to

;'oui; mon:pere et ma me

non, ni mon Ora ni ma mere

raVail quand

'ang aiS._

dei,vent parler at glais avail?

oui, Ma me euleri.n =

oui, mon pare seulement

10. Est-ee qu'il y. a queiqWun avec qui tu Paxles anglais parse que
Bette p rs ne::parle:pas-trancai

non= oui, avec un e personne qv plusieurs pe din n;

-11. Pensestu que tu seras Capable un jetir -de bie. parler f.angIals?

oui non

Par rapport A la majorit e_ tudiants 0 o to chase; nses -tu
tuparles anglais

mieux aussi bien mains bien

,. Par rapport la major]. des tudiants dans to clas e, pence -tu
-qua ,tu comprends l'anglais

ux -aussi blen mains bien

13E



A.16

Pour chacune des questions suivantes, on to demande de dormer tro (3)r6ponses. Si to ne peux pas fournir trots r6ponses a los tine ou l' au redes questions, donnes-en autant que tu peux, et pesoe a la clues ti ?nsuivante.

Ex e: uels sont les 16gures que to airnes le plus?
1. .espinards
2. 1 s car ottes
3. le chou -fleux

14.. Est-ce que tu alines regarder la angl e S (Dui,quelles sont tes Emissions pr6fer6es?

1.

15. Quels sont les ois 'clerni rs tll

1.

2.

3.

vus au< e jn6ina ?_

16. Est-ce que tu aimes des clia.nteurs, des .chant e s es, 01.1 des groraprausicaux qui chantent en anglais? Si old, peux-tu les nornmer
1.

2

17- Quels sont_ s que tu Arms le plus ? 1' colt cot an -6.0.?

IY.:ft

r3 i



APPENDIX B

WORKING D- ENT AS

SCRIFTION COMIENTIONS OR CLASSROOM DATA

Revised: December

Further revipion:

1977.

uly lar
1978

talk arid relevant situational behavior are to be, transcribed.

Teacher behavior is transcribed on the left-hand side of

the page (transcription paper is available in 223-3).

Student behavior is transcribed on the right-hand side of

the page.

Other sources are transcribed on the left-hand side of the

page.

All behavior units are labelled as to source. They are: (1) utterance

units
s

)- and (2) situational behavior units (SEIU ), excluding

talk. Art utterance unit is all talk by an individual (or group) until

he stops talking, either'because he has finished what he was saying,

is unable o continue, or because he was overpowered by another indi-

vidual oup, Interruptions, signals of attention and other verbal

ontrbutions to interaction made simultaneously. with pot ton of a
given utterance unit are considered utterance units in their own

right Situational behavior units may precede, follow or occu-

simultaneouslyNith talk. Laughter, groans, writing on the blackboard,

and physical toevenents are examples of situational behavior. Unde-

cipherable group talk will be treated, arbitrarily, as tt ritional

behavior .

Source Labels for Utterance Units (UU ) Ea.c label is placed in the

extremes left-hand margin of the appropriate side of the page, to.tliQ

left of the- test. UU labels are followed by a colon.

I
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Teacher UU labels (le

PAT: (Pat Power)

SCE: (Serge Sangollo)

DSY: (Daisy benveniste)

side)

2. Student UU labels (right-hand side)

S01: (Michel. B.)

S02: (Marie C.)

S33: (Da i 1-S.)

(students are numbered from 01 -3- in each class)

S??: (student, unidentifiable)

GRP: (more than one student, but not all)

CLS: (all ...students)

TGP: (teacher and group)

ALL:, (teacher and class)

Other UU labels (left-hand side)

TRC: '(tape recorder, child's voice)

TRA: (tape recorder, adult's voice)

RSH: (Concordia observer)

INT: (intercom)

OTH: (other

NOTE: Use teacher lab I only for
first utterance in hand trans-
criptions.

Yut student number only (or 7?)
in column provided, for hand
transcriptions.



FO FOR UPS

SEQUENCING

Successive UU are begun on successive lines.

Example:

Pate Which tense is that?.

528: Uh present_?

Pat: What tense is that?.
Something wrong, eh.?

S28: Yeb

Pat: I think you'd better take
another look..

Simultaneous or 'partially simultaneous -utterance units are

begun on the same line, on the appropriate side of the page.

aSAT2i!:

Pat: Do I see you tomorrow??
or Friday.. Sh.. Friday..

GRP:
S?:

No.. No.. Friday..
Where the hell's---?.

(S26 speaks to 527 in
French, while laughing)

Pat: Sylvain ., You finished.? SJ6: Uh yes., Uh no..

GRP: No!. No!.

Pat: Guy .. Situp properly!?

SPELLING

Generally, use normal spelling, American con e tions. (Canadian

usage generally follows the American patterns, with ambiguous

and fluctuating preferences for British conventions In some

words, e.g., 'Saviour' but 'honor','TESL Centre' but 'Computer

Center' with different publishers making different choices

for the same words, e.g., 'connexion' or 'connection'. If

you consider that this i.s an intolerable burden, spell as you

normally do, but remember that data entry and editing will



take longer when variable spellings, for all _s must be

regularized.)

A short list of itees with variable spellings and suggested

conventions follows:

Uh a;

Oh CO 3

Ah c 3

Sh [S]
Ay(ay Ear (4z ]

Hey

Nope Di 0 ?(f} 3
Yeah [. Ea 3

3

1

(hesitation)

(surprise)

(surprise, got it etc.)

(be quiet)

(dismay, reproval, etc.)

Yea

Yam

(approval, be careful, etc.)

(I understand, yes)

2 Full words which are spelled out during speech will be separa-

ted by hyphens.

Pat: Have worked.. w---r-

k-e-d..

S22: They have work for a long
time..

Use a phonemic transcription (see phonemic symbols at the end

f this document).

a. when you are not sure that a given stretch of speech has

only one lexical or grammatical interpretation.

ParrTle)

141

S15: Sandy and Sue are happy
today.. /dheyrz/ not in
school.. The school
/its/ closed tod
(S15 reading)



when a mispronunciation heads to misunde s ending

classroom or, interview situation.

.ample:

Pat: To what

Pat: Arrange-his cause??

Pat: What's that mean ??
is that yours??
(Pat looking at 523)

Fat: How homework?? I'm
not talking about
now..

B5

the

S22: The prisoner said to her
that he wanted the poli;-
ceman arrange his case:.
(s22 reading from anothe
student's

522: To arranged hit /ko4 2/

/kase (522 speaking
very softly)

5??: case..

523: No..

533: *h our homework.?

Modifying the conventional spelling f words to reflect mispronun-

ciations will lead to enormou difficulties in automatic retrievals

so always use phonemic transcription. Use asterisks to enclose

an omitted or intrusive phoneme and normal spelling for the rest

of the word, subject to the misunderstanding proviso.

C. PUNCTUATION AND OTHER CONVENTIONS

1. Repetitions. a) when a teacher student's or dents'

utterance is an exact repetition of the immediately preceding

utterance,place an equality sign

Example:

SCE: The chair is on the table..

1'

where the repetition belongs.

CLAS5:
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to indiCate that a speaker reproduces his or her Own imme-
,

diately preceding utterance, place an X where the repet

tlon Would have gone.

EAT2L:
_ SGE: Repeat after me.. The flowers 1

are in the vase.. X..

"Normal "" punctuation is used with the following modifications:_

utterance boundaries are marked by their normal or ortho-

graphic symbols and by a second symbol to indicate intona-

tion, The first symbol i.- sometimes the conventional

orthographic symbol, and the second marks rising,, falling

sustained intonation. If there is no pause where an

orthographic symbol normally occurs, use the single symbol.

marks falling intonation

marks xising intonation_

marks sustained intonation

Pat: I didn't hear the
bell ring..

SGS: Who's got the answer
to number five?.

(First . is norm
Second . Marks
nation)'

punctuation.
lling into-

is normal punctuation and
marks falling intonation )

Pat; Oh, Simon.. Do five.. (, is normal punctuation, no
pause)

Pat: Probl (? narks. rising intonation)
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An initial comma has the same value that it has

'mai orthography. A second comma marks sustained

tonation. If there is a short pause followed by sus-

tained intonation, but you consider that no comma would

occur in normal texts, write

in, "to transfer the prisonerv_, to jail.."

An initial question mark is only used if there is question

structure. Question structure is defined as an utterance

containing a Question Word, Aux inversion or Do insertion,

To what?

What is he doing?

Is he a student.

Can he Sing?

Did he do his homework?

The second question mark always stands for rising into-

nation. Thus,

has question word structure and rising intonation.

Is he a student??

has question word structure and falling intonation.

What did Miss Weston say?.

has only rising intonation.

Anne.? You got a problem.?

Self corrections are enclosed in e terisks. Er ose bothi

the 'error' and the 'correction'.

*He want,, he wanted* Mr. Fairchild to understanc

that...



.Pat: Vbr each mistake, take
Away one mark.. (Normal punctuation and sus-

tained intonation)

B8

Pat: Mary said that

Bill , was a student,

(Pat writing *Mary said
that Bill was a student.*
on the board) (Underscore marks pause and

, marks sustaine intonatioi

b. Underscore loud emphatic parts of utterances 'and pri ary

word stress in polysyllabic .vords in phonemic transcrip-

-tions. Use an exclamation point as you would in normal

Punctuation.

Example:

Pat: I said had d.

Pat: Pierre:.,. You don't eNign
.kncal.

Pat: Blond hair behind
Pirre..

S06: Spais si!.

S23: His /k o s/.? /kale/.
c. Use three (3) hyphens for indecipherable talk.

Example:

underscore

S?? Yeah, this

S?? I have the --- assign-,
ment..

for a longer than normal pause.

Possible interpretations are The utterance is started

over again; the speaker is unable to continue; the

speaker's utterance is c _pleted by s nieone else. The



completion is not

is a 1 n pause.

SGE: The flowers are
in the

U9

oduced by underscore unless there

S32: Perf the past

participle

have

(as usual, the final punctua-
tion marks indicate final
intonation)

CLS: vase..

e. Do not enclose metalanguage speech iii single quotes.

EEMIELI

SGE: What did I just sad.
Mary had a pencil..
Did you say had ??

SCE: You said, Mary have a
pencil.,. It's h- 60

'S03:

S03: Mary had a

Source Labels for Situational Behavior Units (SE%). The same UU labels

hand transcriptions, the studentare to be used, without a colon.

number will suffice.

FORMAT FOR SBU
-S

All SBU
s are enclosed in parentheses- the label _immediately following

the left-hand parentheSis. .Do -not use a final mark of punctuation as

the character immediately precedin the right -hand parenthesis.



Example:

(Pat shakes index finger
at S07)

1. Frecedin the related d UU

B10

(503 laughs)

(GRP groans and takes out
notebooks)

Place the SBU on the line preceding the UU.

Use 3rd person present verb forms.

Exampl;,

(Pat shakes finger at S07)

Pat: You spoke French, Gaston..

2. Followin the related UU.

Place the SBU on the line following the UU.

Use the 3rd person present verb forms.,

ExaTple:

You have to.. You must..
Obligation..

Oocurtin at same time as UU

a. SBU from one source and UU fron1 another. Place $13U

S03:' Oh ne..

%(GRP laughs)

(GRP mu s)

appropriate

on

ide of page, on the same line as the appro-

priat9 part of the UU. Use present-progressive verb forms

(-ing) .



Example :

Pat: Take out a piece =of
paper and get ready for
a dictatiOn on the read-
ing..

b. SBU andUU fro e source.

Place SBU after the relevant utterance.

(GRP groaning` and mu
taking out paper)

Use present progressive verb forms.

It is not necesSari, to begin SBU .o a new line.

Example:

Pat: Mary said that Bill
was a student.. :(Pat

.

writing *Mary said that Bi
was a student.* on board)

er

Note that material written on black d is enclosed in

asterisks. The following exchanges with blackboard

writing are the most complicated ones encountered so far.

Pat:.Right.. .John said that
he was going.. Any
problems.? OR.... Number
three.. Nathalie.

Pat: Wait That tense, is
had huh, Nathalie

Pat: Right.. What do we
change past4to?.

Pat: Change ph t to past
perfec What's the
past pe of have

(S32
he*,
have*

S32: Past .P

on board *Jack said
he,puts *that he

S32: Oh past perfect.?
(S32 erase haye
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532: Uh

Pat: How do we form it?.
Remember.,-WhO
remembers?. Guy..

S20: Had wth past participle

Pat. Right.. Had :plus
past participle..
So you put your
auxiliary had..
What's the past parti-
ciple of have?.

Pat: Had!.

Pat: Had had!.

S32 Pere_ , the past
partiCiple have

S. Had..

S32: Had.?

532: :Had had.?

S32: Had
write

on board)

(Pat writes *Claude says that
hid favorite program is
S.W.A.T. (Genevieve was talk-
ing). Indirect* on board)

(Pat writes *Michel says,
"I, like football." (Michel was
talking). Direet speeCh* on
board)

149

4..
*had had a party;*



Phonemic Tianscri.tion Conventions. The symbols to be used'are based

on the Trager and Smithsystem. They haire had to be modified to some

extent for Compatibility -with computer processing. Primary stress is

indicated by underscoring the vowel symbols in polysyllabic words.

Enclose phonemic transcriptions in slashes.

(The

WORDS SYMBOLS

azure /zh/

buy /b/

tch /k/

chap /ch/

die /d/

fie /f/

guy /g/

high /h/

jaw /j/

lie /1/

my /m/

nice /n/

pie /ID/

rye /r/

gh /s/

sing,
longer /nj/

CONSONANT SYMBOLS

ngement-iS alphabetic by .key otdY

TRANSCRIPTIONS OF
IPA EQUIVALENTS KEY WORDS

/3/ /aezhir/

/b/ /bay/

/k/ /kaech/

/t / /chaep/

/d/ /day/

vf /fay/

/g/ /gay/

/h/ /hay/

/Jo/

/1/ /lay/

/rn/ /may/

/n/ /nays/

/p/ /Pay/

/r/ / / /ray/

/s/

/9/

/say

/sinj/ lonjgir/
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le

donsonantBymbols 1Cdnt'd)

TRANSCRIPTIONS OF"
KEY WORD SYMBOLS IPA EQUIVALENTS KEY WORDS

shy /ph/ /

thigh /th/ /

thy, /dh/ /0%

tie t/ /t/

vie 1/ /v/

%'11/ /W/ /w/

:yes ,/11 75/

zoo /2/ /z/

/Shay/

/thay/

/dhay/

/tax/

/vay/

/wey/

/Yes/-

/zuw/..

(The arrangement is by tongue position- 1st front,then. central,.
then back, and by tongue height, from high to lore within each
position)

KEY WORDS SYMBOLS IPA EQUIVALENTS

bead,
easy

bid,
litter /i/

bane. /eY/

let /e/

back /ae/

bud,
.churCh
alone /uh/

:pot,
father,
alms

TRANSCRIPTION' QF
KEY WORDS

/i/ /biyd/ /ziy/

/I/ /bid/ /litir/

/e(I)/ /beyn/

/e/ /let/

/batik/

/4/ /347 /a/ /buhd/ /chuhrch/ /uhlown

/a/ /,/ /A/ /pat//fadhir/

15



Vowel Symbols (Cunt' d)

KEY WOEDS Symms

boot

put

boat

lore

boy-

bite

house

TRANSCRIPTION OF
IPA EQUIVALENTS KEY WORDS

/uw/

/u/

/u/

/U/

/buwt/

/put/

/0// /o (U) 4v/ /bowt/

/o/ /D/ /ion/

/oy/ /31/ /boy/

/ay/ /ai/ /a1/ /bayt/

,/awit /aU/ /au/ /haws/

152

B15



AMMOMENT TO JISED WORKING DQ IJMENT #5

B16

July 18, 1978'

The following revisions are introduced in order to make

the transcription conventions more compatible with the

computer requirements-for data entry. These amended

conventions should be used for transcribing tapes made

after September 1978,



* *

) -enclose actions'.

enclose phonemic transcriptions'

enclose utterances that occur or s artsimultaheously2
enclose self-corrections2

enclose musing or,extra sounds, e.g.., *h*our homework'

enclose 'underlined. (stressed.or emphasized) text2
unknown utterance g leave a space on each side'

As usual, sometimes direc
by another punctuation ma

1-

k
followed

from the same group'

occurs at the end of a word (e.g, come ) and can
be followed by a blank or a punctuation mark from
the above group'

Numbers 0-9 are NOT used in the text except to identify
students.2

Letters." " through "z" are .used-as usual.

The source identifications are,different:

Teachers

P: Grade 10 teacher

S: Grade 8 teacher

D: Grade 6 teacher

-Students Other

B17

01: -

Individual students R: Researchr13:

GR: Group

CL: Class

IN: Intercom

1Sgme as previous convention

2Different from, previous conventions


